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Under the Amazon

Fc>r a Thousand 1vfiles;
OR, FRANK READE, JR.'S WONDERFUL TRIP.
By '' NON AME."

The monster came toward him with serpent-like movement. Its massive jaws opened not a foot, from Frank's head
before he recovered sufficiently to act. Then q uick a s a fla sh he whirled the E:een bladed pike high
over his head and taking cool a im drove it full force down the monster's throat.
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Under the Amazon for a Thousand

Miles~~

OR,

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful ·Trip.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "Frank Reade-, Jr., and His New Electric Air-Ship the 'Eclipse,''' etc.

. ..
CHAPTER I.
THE NEW SUBMARINE BOAT,
~ "A SUBMARINE .boat!" exclaimed Prof. A\I'XlS Smythe of Washington, as he held up his hnnds in amazement. " Well, I never, wb&t
will you strike ne xt, Frank Reade, Jr., Not content with the Steam
Man, the Electric Horses and the Electric Air-ship you have now capped the climax and invented a submarine boat."
.
"That is the truth," replied Frank Reade, Jr., with a modest smile.
"Well, well, I must see this new and wonderful inven ~ion!''
"Yon shall."
·
.
Pro!. Smythe, a tall, patrician old gentleman with a gray beard, was
one of tbe most disting uished savants of the day.
Frank Reade, Jr., who stood by him was a remarkable type of young
man. Tall, straight and handsome, be ~as possessed of a type of
features which betokened intellect or the highest order. ·
At the moment thl'y were in the office or the extensive shops in
Readestown where Frank Reade, Jr., constructed all of his famous
inventions.
'
Smythe bad read a reportorial account in the newspapers o! Frank
Read e, .Jr., and his new invention.
At once the learned savant had started for Readestowu with a purpose in view.
He at once sought for and obtaiced an audience with Frank and
thus we find him at the opening or our story.
Frank Reade, Jr., arose from his chair alter the remark recorded
above and touched an etectric button.
A moment lnter -4-he door flew open and n diminutive and comical
looking negro stood upon the threshold.
" Pc;unp, you black rascal, Pro!. Smythe wants to take a look at the
Search."
"A'right, Marse Frankl" replied the darky,' ducking his head. "I
jes' go an' find dat I'isb loafer an' we hab tiugs ready d'reckly."
" Where is Barney!" asked Frank.
"Dnnno, sah. De las' time I done see dat good-fo'-nuffin be was
stearin' !o' a bar-room on de co'nah. I Jes' go an' fin' him!"
"Be quick about It!" said Frank, sharply. "I must say that I don't
like this sort of thing at all. If either one of you--"
" Begorra, don't yez behAve a woi'rud that black imp av the divil
says, so>r!'' cried a treble voice, angrily, and a short, ·broad-shouldered
Irishman appeared _on the scenes.
He had been dozing upon a bench just outside, and the conversation
had awakened him.
He was a comical specimen of humanity. His bead was adorned
·With a shock of red hair, and his mug was as broad and smiling as a
' ten acre field In the sunlight.
Barney and Pomp were old and trusted sel'Tilnts of Frank Reade,
Jr.•
•
They always accompanied him upon his famous trips around the
world. Thev were much devoted to their young master.
"Yez hwe bin Joying about me an/ I'll 'ave the loife av yez!'' blustered Barney, as be laced Pomp.
· ·
''Glory fo' massy!" ,gasped ~he nigger. "How eber I knows whar
you'se am! Nobody kin ever tell dat. Yo' jes turns up when yo' feels
like. Don' yo' glt gay wi! me, !'ish, or I dune brek yo' in two."
" Begorra, yez niver cud spell able!" cried Barney, angrily. " Yez
are a sooty son av a sea cook, an' I'll 'ave the ears av yez if yez don't
be more civil."

•" Hold on there!" cried Frank Reade, Jr., sharply. " Let us have
none of that. This is llO Lime lor skylarking. Be oil, both of you,
and get the bout in readiness at once. Lively!''
"All right, sah!'' said Pomp.
" Yis, sor!" exclaimed Barney.
And away the two comical characters went to execute their bid·
·
ding.
They were the warmest pf friends and much attache<} to each other,
though fond or playing practical jokes upon each other.
Frank would hardly have been able to get along without their services, or com·pany either, for they were the life or any occasion.
"Ha, hal" laughed Prof. Smythe. "Are those the sort of employees you have, Frank! Why, I haven't seen their like outside of a
comic story book."
" I could hardly dispense with their services."
" Is that so!''
. "It is."
" 'fhen they do not allow their skylarking ~o interfere with their duties!"
" Not at all."
"You are fortunate. Altogether Frank Reade Jr. I think yon are
a wonderful man!"
·
·
' " 'l'hank you," repliell Frank, with a blush of modesty. "You are
too etfusi ve, professor.''
,
. "Not a particle."
They sauntered about the yard until at length Barney appeared and
said:
"All roigbt. sor. The Electric Search hr. ready, sor!''
"Come." said Frank, ·taking the professor·~ arm.
'l'ogeth er they crossed the yard to a high gate in a brick wall.
The gate swung back ami the .professor saw quite a large pond of
water or tank with a I.Jroad platform all about it,
In the center or the tank floated a strang looking craft.
'l'he professor stared at it•
.. The snbtnarine boat!'' he gasped. " It is II fact then!"
"A reality!" laugbel.l Frank, as he noted the professor's wonder,
" The impossihle has happened!"
"Come and let me show it to you. We will go aboard!"
As the Electric Search lay there in the water of the immense tank
it was seen to be a wonderful structure.
In design the bull was much like that of a pleasure yacht, though
the bow had a long and sharp ram.
But above the rail there was a long cabin wltb an oval shaped roof of
metal in which were varions wimlows heavUy guarded with plate
glass and iron netting.
A band rail extended along the outsida of this, and above It was a
broad deck extending lore and af~ with a band rail about it also.
Forward was a pilot house with plate glass windows and over lt was
a search-light of great j:ower.
Practically this was about all there was to describe of the exterior
of the submarine boat.
Its curious and .wonderful feaaures were all on the Inside.
The men crossed on a plank to the deck of the Search.
Pomp had opened thP bermitical cabin door In the cabin side and
they passed through it. They were within the craft.
The maio cabin was a revelation. It was as elegantly foroishoo as
tbe' rtrawing-room of a fine mansion.
There were all sort• of con veniencea, of appliances and comforts.
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Rich furniture, loxurions drupories and costly bric-a-brac, and a library of line books.
Then followed an inspection of the state·rooma, of the mess or dining cabin, the galley or kitchen, and the forward hold where were k«tpt
supplies nod necessary weapons and ammunition.
All this the professor grew enthusiastic over. But when he descended to the engine room he was spell-bound.
The wonderful electric engines were there, the secret of the construction being known only to Frank.
·
Also beyond the engine room, was the reeervoir or tank, by means
of which the bout was lowered or raised at will.
"I have seen all this!" said tbe professor, tinnily. "I understand
your theory of tlepre83iou and elevation of the l,10at. But I do not yet
comprehend how you can exist under water withoat a generous supply
or air."
"Nor <10 we!" replied Frank.
" Ab, bot where can you get it?"
Frank laughed.
He put his baud upon a curious·lookiog valve in one of the partitions.
" Do you see this!" he asked.
"Yas."
" You will notice these at intervals all through the cabin."
"I do.''
" ~These valves are supplied with air from an electric generator which
alsotlllbsorbs the vitiated uir as fast as it is created. No part of the
boat can be kept unsupplied with the air."
" An electric gE>nerator!"
•• Yea. ~'
The profeRsor scratched hfs head a moment and then started for the
door which led out upon the deck.
"Come," be said, "I have seen enough. I am satisfied."
"Walt," said Frank. " I have not yet proved the machine to you.
·.
You shall see its workings.''
" I am satisfied."
But Frank bad pressed a valve upon ap electric keyboard. Instantly every door and window of the Search closed and was hermetically
seal ell.
'l'hen Frank pulled open another valve.
There was a sinking sensation and darkness. 'fhis latter, however,
was only momentary.
Electric lights liashed out upon the air of the cabin.- Then there was
a slight shock.
" Come here!" said Frank, drawing the professor to a window.
"We are at the bottom of the tank."
This was true.·
'l'he professor saw the cemen\ed walls and floor of the tan!,. They
·
were in twenty eight feet of water.
" 'fbe boat bas sunk!''
"Yes!" said Frank. "I can raise it however in a moment of time.
But see bow plainly the search-light shOws objtJ~ts under water."
• " Wonderful!" agreed the professor. "I am satisfied.''
" Are you sure?''
" Yea."
" Then we will end the inspection now.''
Frank touched a valve and the Search flew to the surface.
Both men went. out on the dripping decl\, and Barney and Pomp ran
out the plank for them.
·
They crossed to the platform.
" It is indeed very wonderful!" declared the professor, "bn~--"
"What?"
" How do you expect to ever get the boat out into the deep sea?"
Frank pointed to a gate at the lower end of the yard .
"By opening that," he said. "We pass into a canal and tbrou"'b
a series of locks down to the river. Thence to th e sea."
"
Prof. Smythe was sati9fied, yet be asked one more question:
" Do you think the Search capable of weathering a heavy storm at
sea?''
" The boat is constructed for coping ·with the elements in any part
of the world,'' declared Frank.
They walked in silence to the office at the other end of the yard.
Entering Frank indicated" chair and said:
" Be seated, friend Smythe."
The scientist obeyed.
His brows were knit for a mome11t as if in thought. Then he cleared
his throat.
"No doubt you have wondered somewhat, Frank, what the object
of my visit here is!''
" Why, to see the new submarine boat."
"Yes, in part. But there was yet another motive."
Frank looked surprised.
"Indeed!" be exclaimed; "yon talk in riddles. What may it ~e!'' ·
. The professor drew a bundle or papers from his pocket and cleared
his throat.
" I will tell you," he said.
CHAPTER JI.
A NARROW ESCAPE.

professor spread his papers out on the table.
Fra!jk at once saw that one of them was a map of Brazil.
He waited with some curiosity for the savant to explain his purpose. This be was not long in doing.
THE
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Placing his finger upon the map, Prof. Smythe said:
"You see this is a map of Brazil!"
"I see," replied Frank.
"Right here is the mouth of the Amazon river, wtich extends four
thousand miles across the South American coctiuent."
"Very true"
"Now I have a story to tell you or this very same Amazon river."
Prof. Smythe indicated a marked spot on the map and said:
'·Right on this spot there occurred an incident of no little importance about five years ago.
"Captain Paul Davis, with a numbel' of adventurous companions,
paseed up to the head waters of this branch, the lea river, in canoes.
·~ They were fully a year reaching th1s point. They E>xperienced a
legiOn or advvnturefil in the forest! with wild beasts and savage natives.
" A.t a certai? point upon. the lea River they journeyed Inland, and
came upon a wild region never before visited by white man.
" Wtile traveling through a gulch one day one of the 1party picked
up a shining pebble.
" It was a diamond or tremendous value. So rich a find caused all
to lose their beads, and they at once aban<loned 8'Verythiug in the
search.
"Soon, so well did they succeed, they amassed a l11orge quautitv of
these precious stones, representing a large fortune.
•
_ " It was decided to return to civilization, !\Dd reap the reward or
their etl'orts. Accordingly. at the small village of lea, a tlnt boat was
constructed.
" After much labor it wr.s equipped noel launched. Then down the
river the party started.
•: But, arrived at this point which I indicate near a village of Ybarri
DMives, the boat was attacked by severn! monster& of the river apparently giant crocodiles.
'
" A despera•e ell'ort was made to bent them off, but they actually
punched boles in the bull of the. boat, nod it sunk in one liundred feet
of water.
" or the crew only one reached the shore, Captain Davis himself.
" He tried in vain to recover the bag of diamonds. Not a native
cliver could be per&uaded to go down after them, and he had no diving suit to go himself.
" 'l'bey were apparently destined to remain at the bottom of the
Amazon forever. It was a bitter disappointment.
" The giant crocodiles seemed to bold complete possession of the
treasure. It could not be recovered.
. " Davis made his way to Rio. There was a revolution in progress
10 the country at that time.
" He was seized and forced into the army. In a naval battla at sea
his ship was blown to pieces and he drifted four days upon a piece df
wreckage.
" Then in a dying condition he was picked up by an American
steamer and brought to New York.
" I found him in Bellevue Hospital, and there be told me the whole
thrilling story nod gave me this map."
Frank b11d been an intensely interested listener throughout the
whole of this thrilling uarattve.
·
When the professor had finished be drew a deep breath and said:
" That is a very exciting story, professor. Indeed: I am inter·
ested.''
" I knew that you would bel" declared Smythe, with eagerness.
" And it is this very subject which I came here to see you upon."
Frank looked puzzled.
•
"Ahl" was all be said.
"You see," cotltiuued the professor, "if one bad a submarine boat
like ym~rs--''
Frank gave a sharp cry.
" You want me to go there with the Search and attempt to Jiud the
diamonds?"
''Yes.''
.
" Of course, I will!"
"You will!" cried Smythe, joyously.
"Certainly. I have been looking for some incentive to a trip of adventure. Tbis is just what I want. About how far up the Amazon is
this spot!''
" Fully a thousand miles!"
.
"A thousand miles under the Amazon!'' exclaimed Frank "Why
I like the idea of that. It could not be better. We shall ~tart very
soon.''
"But this is not my sole-object in view," said Smythe.
"Ab! what else!"
"~ wi~l embrace the opp~rtunity to make a study or the aquatic and
reptile hfe of the most perilous of rivers.''
"Certainly," agreed Frank.
~· We seem to agree upon every point.''
"Of course. I think we have struck a rich thing. It is not the pecuniary value of the diamonds I care so much for."
•
"No," repliecl Smythe; "I am well aware of the fact that you are
rich, Frar:k; but yet, the diamonds are worth recovering."
"I should say so,'' agreed the young inventor, "and they shall be
recovered If it is within human power."
Prof Alexis Smythe was il' a transport of delight.
He could hardly believe llis senses. What a pospect was before
him!
He was to enjoy the novelty "r a trip one thousand miles undE>r the
Amazon In a submarine boat!
. Ho~ lu~ brother scientists would envy him! How they would regard
h1m w1th Jealous eyes!
.
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Before he could return to the attack into the room sprang Barney
How the world would record the famous achievement, and what n
and Pomp.
contribution to science would be the discovenes be would make!
"Begorra, have a~ the fiend!" cried Barney, wildly. "Shure, I
Thul llatterlog himself, Smythe conferred with Frank Reade, Jr., a
short while longer and theu departed for New York to complete prep- knew he was here fer no good purpose!"
"Golly! gil.> it to him in de neck!'' yelled Pomp. "Yo' take him on
arations.
.
It had been arranged to start on the twen tietb. of the month, allow- de right, I' ish!"
Upon the maniac the two strong fellows sprang, and a tierce struglog two weeks for all preparations.
The submarine boat, with Frank Rende, Jr., Pror. &mythe nod Bar• gle follow ed.
But Frank took a hand and the fellow was overpowered.
ney and Pomp on board, was to proceed dowu tbe river to the sea.
By this time officers had arrived nod they t.ook the fellow in charge.
Then a straight course was to t.e made for the mouth of tbe AmaHe fought and fr1med furiously, but tha~ did no good.
zon.
,
He was a cunning murderer and crank who had meant to take
After the professor bad gone Frank called in Barney an:l Pomp.
Frank's life for some unknown reason.
He told them of the project.
He was quickly incarcerated in jail and tire episode was over.
.
. They were delighted, and executed a breakdown. Pomp s~ood :m
But It was a close call for Frank, and a good lookout for cranks was
hls head.
1
kept
after
that.
"Ki yil dat be lots ob fun!" he cried. "Dis chile amn't afraid ob
The life of such a mao rur Frank Reaue, Jr. , was by far too valnable
'gators nor scakes!"
·
" Begorra, I'll lay two to one yez wod run at the forst soight av to be sacriticed in such a way.
one,'' anid Barney.
"Don' yo' get gay wif me, chile," threatened Pomp.
CHAPTER III.
"Bejabera, Illon't aee .. nothio' ter be afraid of. Yez are only a
EN ROUTE-THE STORM.
dhirty naygnr!"
,
EvERYBODY coograt'olated Frank on his narrow escape.
"Golly, I hnb yo' skin fo' dat, yo' I'lsh Joafah!" declared Pomp, as
The expedition under the Amazon would never have been consumhe made a start for Barney.
"Hold on!" said Frank, authoritatively. "None of that! There mated and the incidents of this story not written had it not been for
the failure of the crank to accomplish his purpose.
'
are too many thin~s for you to do just now. Go about them!"
l'rofO!ssor Smythe telegraphed Frank hie congratulations from New
This settled the dispute.
•
Bot Pomp made a grimace at Barney and the latter grinned con· York.
temptuonsly.
"DEAR FRANK.-Thnnk God the assassin's aim failed. I congrataThey were gone the next moment and Frank now went out to also · late
you. Shall be in Readestown the nineteenth. Yours eYer,
bnsy himself about the preparations.
" ALEXIS SMYTHE. ''
Professor Smythe coni ~ not keep the good thing to himself.
Belore he reached New York every newspnpnl' syndicate in the
On the morning or the twentieth great crowds had gathered in
country bad the story and the country was electrified.
.
Readestown to see the start of the famous boat.
It was certainly a wonderful thing to ponder on. A trip under the
The banks of the river and the canal were linecl with people• .
Amazon the most wonderful and mysterious river or the world was
The Search lion ted in the tank all ready for the start.
certainly no lignt project.
The voyagers were all aboard. Frank gave his final instructions to
All sorts of theories were advanced by visionary reporters.
his roreiQnn ana then said:
Some averred that the Search would get stuck in the mud and
"Ope1f the big gates!''
never bfl able to extricate itself.
Instantly this was <lone.
Others that there were huge serpents and marine monsters in the
They oegan to swing qack, an 1 the Search started forward.
b1g river which would crush the boat, like au egg-shell.
She glided out through the big archway and into the canaL One
Hosts or letters reached Frank treating upon the subject.
mom ent she floated there.
But the young inventor only smiled and said :
Slle was in full sight or the waitin~ crowd.
" Little they kn ow about it. Let them surmise all they wish!"
Ch~rs thundered forth upon the air.
( Then he coolly went on with his work preparatory to the start.
"Hurrah-hurrah!"
But an incide nt occurred wll ich came near putting an end to the
Frank stepped out upon the deck and waved a ling. · This met witb
Whole enterprise.
a tremendous response from the crowd.
One day l!'mnk received an epistle which tend as follows:
Down the river started the boat.
Suddenly Frank stepped back into the pilot-bouse wit!! the other
"DEAR MR. REA DE-I am coming to see you upon a subject which
is of very vital wterest to me. I hope you will not refus e me an au· ~·'
He oressed an electric button.
dience.
Instantly
every
door
and
window
was
h·
e
rmetically
sealed.
"My darlmg boy J ames is somewhere in that desolate country along
Then the electric lights Hashed forth.
the Amazon. .I Oll ce heard that he was held a slave by a tribe of naFrank pressed another valve, and the boat took a gentle dip and
tiYes. 1f you coulll lind and help birr. you will win the undying
went
plungmg under the surface.
gratitude of a sorrowing mother.
The
crowd w&tched agape.
,
" Yours hopefully,
MRS. SHAW."
This was rumishing proof of the capabilities of the great invention.
Frank's sympathy WM naturally aroused.
1'hey bact seen it smk.
"Cf'lrtainly, if 1 can help tbe woman I will,'' he declared.
Would it be able to rise!
Expectant, all walted for its reappearance. They were not doomed
So the next day when Barney brought in a card bearing the name
of Mrs. Shaw, Frank at once said:
to disappointment.
Frank let the boat ~!ide along for a ways unuer the surfnee.
" Show the lady in, B~~orney.''
Perhaps a hundred yards were covered thus. Then he closed the
The Celt heaitated.
"Well!" said Frank, impatiently.
lever and the boat began to rise.
As the water was expelled from the sinking reservoir, the Search
. " Shure, sor, I don't loike the looks av her. She has " big veil over
.
sprung out or the water like a duck.
-her face, sor."
One moment silence fell upon the excited multitude. Then the air
" She is a lady in distress, Barney."
was fairly rent with cheerd.
" Yis, sor, but--"
"Hurrah for .Frank Reade, Jr. Hurrah for the Electric Search!"
"What!''
Frank appeared again on the brid~e with a Jlag. Then the boat
" Kape yure eye open, sor."
glided on down the canal into the river.
" Nousense! Show her 10.''
,
Soon the cheering multitude and the town were left far behind.
Barney vanished. A fllw moments later the door opened and a
The great trip was begun.
deeply veiled lady in black walked in.
Down to the sea in due time the Search made its way without inci·
She bowed, and said in a trembling tone:
"It is so good of you to be kind to an atHieted widow lady."
dent.
As tile boat could sail taste: on the surface than under water, it
"Indeed, madam," said Frank, kindly, " I am always pleased to
was kept there in the quick run down the coast.
help those in distress."
Southward
the Senrch sailed swiftly for many days.
" I know you are a philanthropist.''
Veiisels were spoKen aad islands sighted, but nothing worthy of
"What can I do for you?"
note occurred unti~ the afternoon of the 11inth day.
"You can help me much!"
They were now somewhere off the Lest!er .Antilles, when Barney
•• Pray take the chair.''
'l'he woman was drawing nearer every moment. That Instant might noted a peculiar yellow line along the horizon.
He called Frank's attention to it.
have been Frank's last but for a fortunate incident.
"Begorra, I don'L loike the looks aY it," he declared.
Just in tlme he s.aw the Jlash of a knife under a fold of th& black
"Nor I," said the young inventor, with nla't·m; "it is a hurricane
dress.
He acted ii:stantly.
coming ." •
.
Lii.e a llnsh he kicked his chair back from under birn and pressed no
' " That is just what it is," declared Smy the.
Frack looked troubled.
electric button. There was a clangor of alarm bells.
The disguised assassin now sprang toward Frank like a tiger.
1'be Search was built for a stanch seaworthy boat. Yet the young
But the young inventor had acted just in the nick of time.
inventor did not desire to e\:pose her to any unnecessary rough treat.
He dodged the lllow with the deadly knife, and picking up an iron ment.
."Golly! Wha' 'am we gwioe to do, Marse Frank!" asked Pomp.
bar hurled it..o.t the wretch.
An idea occurred to the young inventor.
It struck him in the shoulder and staggered him for a mowent.
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' He knew that at a certain distance under the water the storm would
A plank bad been run out to the wreckage. Peleg crossed hastily.
The moment he reached the deck be shook hands warmly with tbe
be hardly felt.
others.
"We .willwait until it lllows over!'' he said.
1
, 'J'hen the oncoming of the storm was watched. It was a grand eight.
" Go! durned if I don't like tew meet gentlemen!" be declared,
Far otf on t.he horizon was a white sail. It was evident th at the " aqd I sbou!d say thet yew air all sich.''
crew of the distant vessel were making every effort to get their vessel . "I -bope so," replied Frank. "Now let us be off." ·
under hare poles.
Further search of the wreckage was, on the whole, useleas.
The ship was watched with interest.
The~e was no donbt but that Peleg was the sole survivor.
He told the story of tile wreck.
"I hope she will succeed," saicl Smythe, with alarm upon his face.
" H they do not, and tile storm s~rikes tllem, they will go to the botTbe Mischief bad been making fast time, under all sail, when tho!
&torm struck her.
torn.''
.
Every efi'ort was made to get her un1er bare poles.
"I fear the same," said Frank.
"We can do nothing to llelp them now.''
But this was impossible. She was under fore and main topsails
when the wind struck her full force.
"No.''
Nearer drew the storm every moment.
Instantly she was pitched upon her beam ends, and filling, would
Witll fearful thunder and bellow, it rushed down across the boiling have sunk at once but for her watertight compartments.
sea like a messenger of death.
So far as Peleg knew, every member of the crew was drowned but
F'mnk waited as long as he dared, nnd then sent the Search below himself.
the surface.
" By pumpkins, I reckoned as haow I'd got my last sickness!"
Down for several hundred feet 1t sunk. The bottom was not reached, be declared; " but when T seen yure boat a-com in' I jest plucked
and tbe boat was held in suspension.
up a bit, you bet! But what on airth kind of a craft do yew call
There was only a slight motion received from the efi'ect of the storm this anyway!"
above. When tllis had passed away, it was concluded that the storm
Peleg bad been intently examining the submarine lioat, and with
the greatest of curiosity.
was over.
· Frank then sent tlle boat quickly to the surface.
" This is a submarine b.oat," said Frank.
The sun was shining briglltly, and the sea was as calm as befor.e the
"A what?''
" A submarine boat!"
tempest.
Pefeg scratched his bead.
Far to the eastward it could be 11een still rnging furiously.
Almost everybody at once thought of the !!hip.
"I don't jest know as beow I'm onto them new fangled terms," be
All eyes were on the outlook lor it, but it Stlemed to have Gisap- declared. " What dew yew call a submareen boat, anyway?''
" Why it is built so that it can sail under or above W~~tter," said
peared.
·
Suddenly, however, Bnrney gave a cry of horror, and pointed to the Fra~;k.
south.
·
" Under tber water?''
" Look!'' be cried. "Be the sow! av Paddy the Piper, wud yez
"Yes!''
Peleg looked skeptical.
look!"
All did look. It was a dreadful spectacle which they beheld.
It required actual demonstration to convince him. Then his keen
Not ball a mile di~tant upon the rolling ocean was the ship they had Yankee mind llegan to size up the invention and be was mightily
pleased.
seen bottom upward.
It bad oeen turned completely over, and DOIY floated a dismantled
•· By gosh, yew air a cockalorum !" be said, patting Frank on the
shoulder. " I am proud to know yew. Dang my doughnuts, but I'll
bulk.
travel with you up ther Amazon2an' pay my passage tew.''
"My God!" gasped Smythe. "What bas become of the crew?"
·• We have not reckoned upon -an ex:ra passenger!" said Frank. "I
But there was little need of askmg this questiOn,
am afraid we sball be compeLled to decline your generous offer.''
That they bad gone to tbe bottom it was safe enough to assume.
Peleg looked and evidently telt very bitterly disappointed.
Yet, even as they looked, the submarine voyagers beL.eld a thrilling
spectacle.
A mass of wreckage was floating beside the bulk, and upon this a .
CHAPTER IV.
single man.. was seen.
UP THE TAPAJOS.
He was waving his arms wildly, and evidently trying to attract tile
" BY pol!ywags; I can't walk ashore!" he declarecl. "What kin I
nllention of those on board the Search.
As Frank saw thts, be shouted to Pomp in tbe pilot-house to bear do?"
" Stay where yon are for the present,'' said Frank. "I'll put you ·
down upon the vreck :.lt once.
Pomp obeyed and tho Search set out at full speed. Soon they neared 1 ashore at Georgetown, British Guiana, where you can get a vessel for
any part of the world."
the wreck.
" An' noebbe git wrecked agin.''
Then the man's fCeatures as well as form became quite plain. He
"You m~t take chances."
was seen to be an odd looking c]aracter.
"By gosh! I'll work fer yew!'' declared Peleg, pulling ofi his coat.
He was plainly a type of old-fashioned Yankee farmer, with long
"I ain't ashamed . tew dew that."
hair, pointed beard and angular features.
He wore a swallowtail coat with cowhide boots and jeans pants,
Frank hesitated.
A ~uddeu thought crossed his mind. Really they were short hand·
and a tall white hat with a bell crown. ·
He was of course soaked, having been long in the water, and bow ed, and an extra man would no doubt be needed in the swift current
of the Amazon.
be came to preserve tbe hat so well, was a wonder.
He liked the looi\S of Peleg.
The Search ran op alongside the wreckage and Frank shouted:
It occurred to him that this man would be trusty and a good com"Hello! What ship is that!"
,
panion
for Barney and Pomp.
''Hello!" replied ,the Yankee in a nasal manner, "by gosh t' Al"I will consider your offer!" said the young inventor, "in the mean·
mighty, I'm durned glad ye've cum. I w_udn't heve glv a copper cent
·while, make yourself easy.''
fer my life half an hour 11.go!"
Tbe S<>arch once more went on its way, leaving the wreck of the
"What ship is that!'' repeated Frank.
_
"Hey? What ship!" ejaculated the sole survivor. "I reckon she's M1schief far behind.
For several days the submarine boat encountered no new locl<fe"to.: ~
tber Mischief from Boston fer Cape Horn. Thought I'd take a t.it of
v'yage in her, and by hemlock, I wisht I'd stayed tew hum with Sary Frank did not put in at Georgetown as be had Intimated.
He had decided to keep Peleg aboard the Search.
Ann.''
The Yankee had become popular on board the submarine lloat. He
Everybody laughed at the qnaintness of the other's speech.
"Well, I think we can get you off safely," said Frank. "Are you was genial, ready and willing, and possessed of all good traits.
He was dellght.Jd when Frank informed him of his decision.
the sole survivor!"
"By gosh! l'll prove tew yew that I mean jest what I say!" he de"Dnrned if I kin say!" replied the Yankee, "but I don't see eonyclared. " I'll stick by yew through thick an' t.hio.''
body else jest naow.''
They were now drawing near the mouth of tlle Amazon.
" What is your name!"
Cayenne was pass<Jd, and tllen the water began to have that pecu"My name!'' blurted the Yankee. "Air yew one of them census
liar hue, which always is found at the mouth of a great river.
takers! By gosh 'tall hemlock, I don't like 'em!"
Tbe Amazon bas no delta. It's wide mouth takes in tbe ocean for
"No, I'm not a census taker," replied Frank, with a laugh. "I'm
many miles, and the submarine boat was in the river almost before
the captain of this boat.''
·• Oh, yew air," said the Yankee, slowly. "Wall, you've got the those on board knew it.
The course of the Search was set directly up the river.
funniest lookin' tub thar I ever seed. But thet's neither here nor
There was nothmg to stop. for in the migbty bay so they kept on
thar. I'm Peleg Perkins, from Squasbtown, New Jarsey. I was on
my way tew pay _a visit tew South America when this air condemned p8.Bt the Marojo Island, and straight into the main current o! the
mighty stream.
storm cum up.''
When the mouth of the Xiugu, a tributary river was reached, the
"All right," cried Frank. "S~and by to come aboard, Mr. Perriver
became narrower and the swell of tbe ocean disappeared.
kins.''
The banks could now be seen on either side, and it was a pictur''Then yaw are goin'tew take me aboard, eh!''
esque aight.
"Yes."
The wildest and densest of tropical foliage was interapersed with
"Durn myself, tbet's the right kind of talk! I'll pay yew every go!
clearings and plantations of rice and cofi'ee, extending to the water's
darned cent of my passage back tew Squashtown."
"No, you won't," said Frank, with a laugh. "I am going 1n the edge.
The journey now t;>ecame an intensely interesting one.
opposite direction from Squashtown. Come aboard!"
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Floating upon the mighty turbid current of the great river, the
Search continued on jts way for some days. ·
As yet they bad nUt. penetrated far enough up the stream to make
it worth while to go beneath the surface.
·
But when the great bay at the mouth of the· Tapajos river was
reached, the Search was anchored.
Frank proposed to make an examination or the machinery and make
sure that everythmg was in good condition lor the great under-water
trip to the mouth of the lea river.
It would nP.cessitate Lhe work of several days to do this, so Prof.
Smythe decided to take a trip up the Tapajos a short distance in a
canoe.
His purpose ·Was to collect botanical specimens and make a study
or the fauna of the region.
Frank rlladily agreed to let Pomp and Peleg go with him.
Barney wall to remain ai.Joard the Seo.rch to assist Frank.
"Be careful that ·you do not get into trouble," cautioned Frq,nk.
"The Tapajos country is fearful wild."
"I am aware of tbat," replied the professor; "but I intend to keep
most of the time on the water, and only go ashore to camp at night. ''
"Verv good! I wish yov success.''
"I thank you.''
The canoe was an nffair which the professor had designed especially for the style of expedition he was now undertaking.
It was of rubber, in various layers, with air-tight compartments.
It could comfortably carry four persons.
Arms and ammunition and a camping· outfit was stowed aboard.
Then the expedition set forLh.
The Yankee, Peleg, was more than delighted with the opportunity
of exploring the wilds. Like all of bls countrymen, he was lnordiuately fond of wild adventure.
The Tapajos differs from the Amazon in the fact that it flows
through a mountainous region free of savannabs and is broken into
cataracts.
·
It's selvas were none the less dense though, and thickly peopled
with animal and insect life.
Monkeys leaped from tree ~o tree and ell at ted defiantly at the explorers.
Striped jaguars slou6heu aw ay into the dark depths, pumas lay
sullenly upon overhanging branches of immense trees and birds of
gorgeous plumage fiew about.
It was a strange and fascinating scene.
To attempt to describe all the natural wonders of the region would
require a volume.
·
'fhe river bed was filled with heavy snags nnd roots of giant trees,
Tllese were so concealed I.Jer.eatl! the placid current that one bad
hard work to keep from running the canoe upon them.
Peleg was plac!ld in tbll bow to look out for this, while Pomp and
the professor paddleJ.
Up the river for miles they paddled on. Thus far the current had
been sluggish.
But now a distant roar came plainly to their ears.
" The rapids!" declared Professor Smythe. "We shall have to car·
ry if we go beyond them.''
"Is that air ther verdict, doctor!'' !IBked the Yankee of the professor.
Smythe shook his head.
"No," he replied, "I don't believe we will go beyond the I.Jase of the
falls. We ought to secure Rpecimens enough this side of there.''
"I'm durned glo.d of thet," declared Peleg. "I wudn't risk my life
in them condemned woodP."
"Golly!'' declared Pomp, "some ob dem big snakes jes' eat a man
up!''
The professor at this moment leaped up and began to paddle furl·
onsly, at the same time crying:
"Give us a hand quick, Pomp, or it'll be the end of nat My God!
do yon see that awful reptile!''.
.
~
JtG'..olly fo' glory!" yelled Pomp. "We am gwine to kingdom come!''
·.., _.,
Great hollyhocks!" screamed th·3 Yankee. "We're busted fer
sure!''
Peleg picked up his rille, and Pomp and the professor bent to the
paddles.
The cause of their alarm was apparent and fully wsrrantable.
From a cave in the shore line a monster reptile had glided out.
fUt was a cross between a snake and a 'crocodile, and was a most hideons sight.
It's great jaws were wide open, and it was bearing down I@OD the
canoe like an avalanche.
That the canoe was the object of its fury was certain.
The situation was truly a thrilling one. The peril in which the explorers were was most intense.
Peleg aimed at the reptile, and fired. If the bullet struck him he
did not show any sign of It.
f
Prof. Smythe and Pomp were paddling fast for the shore. Bot they
had yet some distance to go.
·
The unknown species of reptile was fully seventy feet long, with
a huge body and glistening ~cales.
It's color was a dull green, with a yellowish belly. With head high
erected it came dow.n upon the I.Joat.
Smythe saw at once that it was going to be impossible to ~a::h the
shore in time.
'
With this reehzation he did not wa1t longer, but dropping his paddie, picl1ed up his rille.
He aimed full at the monster's thront, and tired.
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Th tl' reptile made a convulsive movement as i! in pain. Then it started forward more s p ~e dily than ever.
·
Pomp reached out and clutcl!d the end of a snag in the maldle or
the river.
" l'se gwine to hold de boat stiddy, Marse Smythe!'' he shouted.
"Jes' yo' gib it to dat chap wif all yo' might."
" Pollywogs an' grasshoppers!'' yelled Peleg. "I kain't even hit
the cuss!''
·
But now the water serpent was close upon the canoe.
It was now or never. Prof. Smythe held his Winchester steady and
fired directly into the reptile's mouth.
There was an eene hiss, an almost human-like ery from the reptile,
and for a moment it was at·~ standstill.
But the next instant it reared higher in ttle air, and came down full
force upon tile canoe.
That blow was it's death throe, but it was sufficient for the destruction of the canoe.
In an instant the tbree explorers were in the water, guns, stores and
all. It was a thrilling moment.
All knew the' horror of risking life in the waters of the Tapujos.
In its mud there were alligators of prodigious size which would not
hesitate to drag them untler at once.
They were fully nfty yards from the shore. The overturned canoe
drifted beyond their reach down the stream.
With terrible lear all struck out at once for the shore.
There was not a moment of that terrible swim that each did not
expect t• feel tile ja ws cr a river monster close upon his body.
But this did not happen.
For some stra:w:e reason they were not molested by the saurians.
After a long, hard swim all crawled safely out upon the sands of
the river bank.
.
There they lay in the bleaching sun, completely overcome. '
It was some mornents before any one or the party could speak;
then Peleg I.Jlurted furth:
"By tber Jilems' rice; I thought I wuz gom' to be eat up sure!
Kin yew tell why vye wasn't!"
"Golly, I Jes' 'specs dem 'gators didn't see ns, •• averred Pomp.
" We are certainly fortunate,'' said Prof. Smythe.
"But what
better is our positi on now! We are in a I.Jad tix."
'l'his was true ennugh.
.
All their menus of defense were at the bottom of the river.
They ~ad not a weapon of ~ ny kind. All were wet to tile skin as
well.
•
The submarine boat was many miles below them. To attempt to
reach it by journeyiug along the shore seemed lmp.ossible.
Tile situation was apvalling.
Smythe was a plucky man, but now his face was ashen pale as he
gazed at his companions, ar:.d said:
" I fear we are lost!"
Indeed the p6rils which now surrounded them were certainly of tarrible sort. Jaguars and pumas swarmed in the forest..
The river was tilled with deadly reptiles. Just how to get back to
their friends was no easy problem.
" Wha' am we gwine to do ?" asked Pomp, in an uncertain voice.
Before an answe r could be made, a t hrilling thin g occurred,
SuddenJy, aronud a headland in the river, there shot a long canoe,
in whicll were a de zen native Irrdians.
·
They were fancifully decorated, but mostly naked, and carried primitive weapons. It was a thrilling mqment.

CHAPTER V.
TO THE RESCUE,
FRANK and Barnlly left aboard the submarine boat worked steadily
for hours. 'there was much to be done.
·
Th.e young inventor was thoroughly overhauling the lllectrical rnachinery and every part of the boat.
No thought was g iven to au11:ht else so they were not apprised of
any impending danger until later in the day.
Barney was in the pilot-house scouring up some brass work, when
be felt a slight shock as if something had touched the boat.
It might have been a drifting snag or log and the Celt for a moment
was not disposed to heed it.
But some motive or presentiment caused him to step to the window
of the pilot-house anti look out.
.
An astounding si~ht rewarded his gaze as he did so.
_
There by the side of the Search was a long canoe literally packed
with South American natives who were in the act of just clambering
aboard.
Other canoes were hastily coming down the river current.
Barney waited for no, more.
He let out a yell which might have awakened the dead.
"Misther Frank! Murtha-murtha! Shure it's attacked we are!"
Ji'raok heard the call.
He instantly came tumbling out of the engine room, where he had
been huaily at work on the machinery.
He took in the situation at a glance.
Frank was quick 10 act.
He sprang into the pilot-house with Barney and threw open the
motor lever. InHta:litly the boat shot forward.
Tbe canoe was overturned and the others left astern quickly.
But there were fully a half score of the savages on the deck or the
Search. These with wild cries now came rushing toward th e pilothouse.
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That they meaut to loot the boat if possible was certain.
Frank caught up a Winchester and shouted to Barney:
"Press lever Number Four-quick! Then give it to 'em!"
Lever Number Four hermetically sealed every door and window
aboard the Search.
Then Frank fired point blank at the blac rascals. One of them
dropped.
Then tho young inventor sprang to the keyboard and pressed the
tank valve. Instantly the boat sank.
The Indians were left floating in the water above. As the Search
went down to the bed of the river, hungry alligators were seen rushing to the surface.
".Bejabers, there's a fojne meal for thim up there," cried Barney.
" Shure, I hope they'll enjoy it."
.
That every one of Lhe unlucky foe became food for the saurians was
almost a certainty.
The bed of tl.Je ri\·er here was slime and ooze, and'Frank did not dart>
to let the weight of the Search rest upon it.
After a time he sent the boat to the aurface again.
It came up not far from the spot where tl.Je unfortunate natives had
met their fate.
..
Tho canoes were now a mile distant and making for the shore.
They did not return to the attack. The strange evolutions of the
Search bad no doubt terrified them.
" Begorra. they tuk thei~ walking tickets aisy enough,'' declared
Barney. " Divil a bit they'll thruhble us agin."
" I believe you're right, .Barm~y !"
" Shure, sor, an' I'm afther thinkin' av the others. Pbwat if they
sbould come acrost thim rapscallions!"
..
This was a startling thought.
But Frank shrugged his slloulders anj said:
" I think th.ey will not be apt to. They have gone in an opposite direction. Moreover they are well armed!"
Barney said no more but went about his duties. It was near evening when finrilly Frank came out upon deck and looked up the mouth
of the Tapajos.
" It is full time . that they should return,'' be thought, " that is unless tl.Jey mean to camp over night."
As there were no signs of them visible, Frank concluded that this
course had been decided upon by the professor.
Barney bad been on the lookout for tl.Je explorers himself, and now
--approacl.Jing Fro.nk ventured to say:
"Shure, sor, it's very quare phweriver they are."
"Indeed it i~!" agreed Frank. ·
"Mebbo they've cum to harrum!''
" Ol.J, 1 think not!" said Frank, " there is I think little likelihood of
that. They have perhaps camped somewhere for the night. The professor is an ardent naturalist!"
Barney looked doubtful and once more swept the turbid current with
his gaze.
As he did so be indulged in a wild and startled cry.
" Shere, sor, phwativer is that? Kin yez not see?"
Frank could see and right well too.
The object in question Jloated upon the turgid tide of tl.Je river not
one b:mdred yards away.
At first one might mistake it for, one of the dr!r1 i11g snags. which ob·
structed the river's course.
But a closer look revealed it as a canoe overturned. That it was
not one or the native craft was also apparent.
"An ovf!rturned canoe!'' cried Frank. "My God! it is the same
one tb'ey took with them!"
The young inventor's face became chalk: white and he gazed at the
canoe with dilated eyeballs.
Barney crossed himself and groaned.
"1\lither av 1\iary! lt's kilt intoirely they all are."
In that moment, Frank gave up all hope that Smythe and his companions had escaped death.
It seemed impossible that they should be d::~mped into the waters of
the terrible river and escape alive.''
Frank sprung into the pilot-house.
" Take a boat-book and draw the canoe alongside, Barney!" be
commanded.
Then he started the Search forward. Barney stood by the rail with
the book, and as the canoe came ulongside he booked it and drew it
aboard.
It was sto1'e and badly battered. Blood was upon the thwarts,
which bad come from the dead serpent.
The contents or the light craft were, of course, at the botton of the
river.
;
Frank groaned as· he inspected the canoe.
The blood of course be reckoned as that or one or the occupan t.s.
Some mooPter alligator bad no doubt pounced upon and wounded ·
or:e of them, and this explained the presence or the re<l fluid.
.
" My soul! I fear they are all dead."
" Begorra, perhaps some wan av thim got ashore, maybe the naygur,'' said Barney with conviction.
Thill was true enough.
Frank recognized the logic of the declaration, and said:
"We will at once proceed to find out." ,
He accordingly started the Search up the waters of the Tapajos. He
started the engines at full speed.
For miles the submarine boat kept on at this rate.
.
But there was danger or colliding with snags in the river, and it was
·
also fast growing dark.
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Barney was forward iu the Low keeping a good lookout for snags.
Suddenly the Celt shouted:
"Be me sow!, I belave that's wan av the riptiles as tackled thiml"
Floating upon the turbid tide was an immense water python, full
sixty or seveuty feet long.
Its bead seemed riddled with bullet boles. No doubt it bad been
shot by the explorers.
Frank watched the monster's body drift by. Then be allowed the
Search to run nearer the shore.
As he did so Baruey beard a shout. It was a cry of distress.
Glancing toward the shore the Celt beheld a thrilling sight. He
gave a gasp of horror and shouted to Frank:·
'' Mither av 1\fary! W.ud yez luk over there, sorl Pbwat is it?"
Frank looked in the direction indicated,. and l.Jis face froze with horror.
There upon the river bank in the twilight be saw a host or dusky
forms.
A tire burned upon tbA sands, and several canoes were drawn high
up.
· All this he saw, b~t something else claimed bia attention.
Upon the bank were tbtee stakes driven into the grouqd, and to
these were bound three men.
Frank needed no second glance to recognize them.
They were Smythe, Pomp and Peleg.
They bad been surrounded by the Indians and captured after a
thrilling fight.
The savages had prepared a dreadful ordeal of torture for them.
But ju~t at the last moment the Search bad suddenly hove into
view.
Pomp saw it first and yelled:
"Ki yi! Dar dey am, frien's! Dey hab cum to sabe us, bless de
Lor'!"
"The Searcb!" .gaspell Smythe.
"Hemlock an' hick'ries!'' sputtered Peleg, "tbet's in our favor.
We'll cum tl.Jer whip 'lland on 'em yet!"
The Indians bad seen the Search almost at the same moment.
Tl.Je eflect upon them was a most singular one.
.At once tl.Jey seemed to wax excited aud to for the time forget their
prisoners. 'l'hey brandished tl.Jeir weapons and rushed down to the
water's edge.
This was fortunate for the prisoners.
It was evident that they meant to try and capture the subm!l.rine ·
boat if possible. That this was impossiiJle did not once occur to
them.
Frank and Barney on board the Search took in the situation readily.
It seemed that the three explorers, Smythe, Pomp and Peleg, had
been so uof6rtuoate as to fall into the nands of the Indians after being
so unceremon~ously dumped out of tl.Jeir canoe.
We left them at the close of a preceding chapter on the bank of the
river, JUSt as a canoe load of the Indians came around the bend.
They were aeeu at once, and started to retreat into the forAst.
However, the selvas here were almost impenetrable, and before they
could get any distance, tl.Je savages had outstripped them.
Being without weapons they could do little to defend themselves,
and were quickly made prisoners.
Thus we find them Just upon the eve or torture. The Search bad
appeared in the nick of time.
"Be jabers! pbwat shall we do, Mistber Frank?" cried Barney.
" Close all the doors and windows,'' ordered Frank. "I think we
can save the lives of our friends.''
Barney pressed the lever which sealed the boat and also set the ox·
ygen generator at work.
Then Frank allowed the Search to sail nearer to the shore.
This was apparently just what the natives wanted for in a body they
preAsed out into the river and some approached the submarine boat in
their canoes.
It was evident that they meant to attack the Search.
Frank Reade, Jr., smiled as he thought bow easy it would be for
him to dupe them.

I

CHAPTER VI.
BATTLE WITH A RERPENT.

FRANK allowed the Search to drift nearer the shore.
Some or the natives were now able to scramble aboard. Numbers
of ttem came piling over the rail.
They at once made an attack upon the windows and doors.
But these were all so protected that they could ao no harm, and
Frank allowed a large number of them to get aboard.
'l'ben suddenly be sent the boat out into the current.
Down opposite the mouth of a mighty lagoon the Search floated.
Here were score~, ay, hundreds of alligators, basking fn tbe·decliniog light of tbe sun.
Frank now suddenly opened the tank valve. Instantly the submarine boat went down.
The occupants of the deck, full half a hundred in number, went into
the water in awful terror.
·
__
It was a terrible trap, and they bad become easy victims.
Never had the alligators or crocodiles of tl.Je lagoon bad snell a feast
before. The water suddenly became alive with the ravenous creat·
ures.
Indians were snapped under the surface, the water swam with
blood, and the air was hideous with awful cries.
.But not for long.
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The bellowing of the saurians soon drowneu tte3e. Many of the
Frank !lashed the search-light ahead into tile passage. He saw what
poor wretches tried to make the shore.
was the troutJle at once.
But there were at least three alligators to each victim, and no~ one
About the ram of tltA boat there was literally wound in folds a mon·
lived to get out of that terrible death pool.
ster serpent.
Its coils were so cl!il!lely dra,~n about the vessel's bow· and its
The Search came to the surface a hundred yards distant.
It was a fearful sight wllich Frank and Barney had the opportunity weight was so great, ti1at progross was for a time impeded.
of witnessing.
Frank saw the danger of being tossed against the bowlders by the
But the young inventor could not bear it.
current.
The serpent must be disposed of at once. He acted quickly.
He turned away with a shiver.
Picking up a wire he hastily connected it with the electric dynamos.
" Ugh!'' he exclaimed; " that goes against my grain. I would
not have done it if 1 bad known of any otller way to save our friends." Then with insulat.ed g loves be carried it forwMd to the forward bold.
This was true.
Frank crept into a small aperture which Jed to the very jttnction of
the steel ram with the boat.
Frank was always averse to the wluilesale taking or life.
He at!ixed the wire against this steel surface in such a way that a
If possible he would always refrain from warfare or any kind. Yet
circuit was formed. Then be turned ou the current full force.
in a case of necessity he would light to the death.
He could not see the effect from where he was.
'l'he scene in the lagoon, however, qnicldy termina~ed.
But the others in the pilot house saw it with wonderment.
Soon silence once more r eigned over the place; the tragedy was
'l'he water literally boiled as the huge serpent writhed and twisted.
doue.
The Search now turned toward the spot on the river bank where It struck terrific blows against the steel !lull.
were the three prisoners.
But the repeated shocks completely stunned and killed it, and re·
They were yet there and unharmed.
laxing its bold, it dropped from tile ram.
A canoe load of terrified natives was making rapid way down the
Th€1 boat shot forward, passing over the water python's body. A
current. But Fran!' SlLW one yet. left on the shore.
few secopds more and it was in the upper river.
He sa1~ this one sudueuly !lourish a battle club and rush toward the
This was only one of the hundreds of like incidents which happened
·
prisoners.
almost every hour.
It was doubtless his intention to kill them. For a moment Fmr.k
Every form.,of monster life in the great river was possessed of a de·
was appalled.
sire to be aggressive.
,
Then he acted.
Alligators of enormou~ size ~ttacked the boat savagely, but always
wich
serious
results
to
tbemsefves.
.
Quick as a !lash he threw open the pilot-house window and raised
his rille.
But after a few hundred miles of travel in this fashion, the bed of
Crack!
the river suddenly changed.
.
'l'he mud and slime and ooze were exchanged for clear ground and
The bullet sped true to the mark. The wretch fell dead and the
white Sllnd. and the waters of the river were quicker.
prisoners were saved.
Frank now sent the Search close to the 8hore.
This was more like it, and all were glad to hail ~he change.
Pomp was on watch one dtLy whee: he !Jescriecl a dark object at his
The water was deep and it was possible to get so close that Barney
rigllt through the dim water.
was able til seize an overhanging !>ranch and swing himsell ashore.
·
At first he !lad reckoned it a stump or bowlder, but as some motWith a knife in his teeth he rushed up the bank.
lt was but a moment's work to cut the bonds of the prisoners. Then ive led him to study it more closely, he gave a sharp cry of surprise.
n joyful reunion followed.
·
"Golly massy!" he gasped, "wha' am dat? It Inks to me jes' per·
Au interchange of exp11riences ensued and Frank listened with inter· zactly lil'e a boat dat wa9 sunk!"
est to the story of the prisonere.
His cry bad attracted the attention of Frank Reade, Jr.
'l'he.young inventor sprang into the pilot-llouse and exclaimed:
"We have these Indians to fear," he said, "and they are a vi llain"What is tlte matter, Pomp?"
ous lot. We shall find no friendly natives above the mouth of the 'l'apajos."
"Massy sakes, Marse Frank, don' dat jes' look like a sunken boat?"
Pomp pointed to the obJect.
All now went aboard th.e Search.
Frank gave a violent start.
As there was uo reD.son for lingering longer in the vicinity, Frank
started the Search back down the stream.
He sprang to the rudder lever and turnPd the boat toward the
As it was now rapidly getting dark he pressed the lever of the strange object.
A moment later it was seen to be really a sunken boat.
searchlight and made a pathway. down the river as bright as day.
As near as could be seen it was a small steamer. It Jay easy upon
By this light they were easily able to locate the snags and obstrucits ~ide in two hundred feet of water.
tions.
Of course it could not be the craft which had on hoard the sunl\en
ln fact it was almost as easy as in daylight, and soon wi~hout ser·
diamond~. for that was many llundred miles above this point.
ious incident the Amazon was reach.,d.
But Frank was interested nevertheless to know the name and char·
Again they were anchored in the same spot. As all were much fa·
1
tigued, they retired to rest.
acter of the sunken boat.
The Search settled down upon the sandy bottom not far from the
Two days later Frank concluded that he had efler.ted sufficient rewreck.
pairs upon the machinery to allow of making the under water start.
This was made in the early morning ho11r, and sending the boat
" How will you go aboard of her, Frank!" asked Smythe.
down to within ten feet of the bottom, Frank started her upon the
" That is easy enough," replied tile young inventor.
He went into the ·forward cabin and came back with a diving suit,
long under water trip.
an air pump, t1nd several hundred feet of life line.
She forge<! ahead at a fair rate of spPell.
He gave directions to Barney and Pomp and then donned tile diving
The search-light tnade a path of radiance ahead for fully 11 quarter
suit.
of a mile.
In
vain tlie others begged leave to accompany him.
This made all objects as plain as could be, and many strange forms
of animal life were seen.
The young inventor refused, for he was dEJlermined to visit the
'l'here were legions of alligators and water serpents
. wreck alonP,
Huge tortoises ntH! a strange creature resembling an octopus but
called by the na•i ves a water spider~ CHAPTER VII.
Everywhere the bed of tile Amazon seemed that same filthy mass of
THE SUNKEN YACHT.
slime and mire.
,
There were few places where it was safe to allow the boat to rest
THE diving-suit worn by Frank was quite a wonderful affair.
upon terra firma.
lt was an invention of his own aud much unlik!J the regular suit.
All manner of curious aquatic plants lived in the slimy depths. In
The helmet was made to turn upon a hinge or slide and had wm·
these were strange ti8hes and repttles.
dows in all directions.
In fact, the Amazon was found to contain forms of animal and vegIn the breast there was 11 ctrcular window of plate glass and hack
etable life snell as the naturalist and scientist had never dreamed of.
or it was set a powerful electric light operated by a storage battery.
Of course it was a rich lleld fer Prof. Smythe.
This lit up the bell of the river before him and was of incalculable
Tile savant availed himself of every opportunity to pursue his stud- value on that score.
ies. and he was ~uc~essful in the extreme.
In his belt Frank carried a heavy ax and in his hands a long, 'keen
'l'he progress of the Search was necessarily slow.
bladed pike.
Days passed and t.he submarine boat still crept 0:1 under the dark
This was to use as a weapon of defense in case he was attacked by
deJ;ths of the Amazon.
any reptile or under-water foe.
Of course every day brought them so much nearer the lea rapids,
The methOd or leaving the submarine boat while under water was a
where the bag of diamonds was lost.
clever and ingenious one.
But the incidents which daily occurred were so many and varied that
A vestibule Jed from the main cabin with a door which was hermetthey would fill many volumes.
ically bound.
One day the Search reached a point in the river where huge bowlAfter the diver had passed into this, he simply closed the door beders seemed to rise and form a narrow channel or pass in the bed of hind him, the life hose being carried through an orifice in the door.
the river.
·
Then t.urning a vaive the vestibule filled with water. When this was
The water ran through this quite fast.
done, the diver simply opeRed the door and walked out where he chose,
Into it Frank ran the su'omarn:e boat without a thought of danger. drawing the life line after him.
Suddenly there was a jar and a shock, and Barney shouted from lhe
When he should get ready to return, the vestibule was closed and
pilot-house:
the wat.er ejected by means of compressed air. 'l'hen the diver was
"Shure, Misther Frank, the divil has got the boat. Come, quick!'' 1 free to remove his suit and enter the cabin.
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UNDER THE AMAZON.
Nothing was see n of any sauriaus or other reptiles in the vicinity,
But this was no evidence that they might not at any moment turn
up, so Fran k wns1preparet!.
He left tho Search and stood upon th e river bed.
Tho~e on board tlle submarine boat were crowded at the plate glass
windows, watching him with interest.
Frank walked firmly and evenly toward the sunl(en steamer.
As he drew nearer, lle saw th at it was heavily covered with silt an
slime. He could not di8tinguish the name upon tlle bow.
'
But he could see easily enough that it was a trim built craft, a sort
of ,s team pleasure yacht.
Tllat such a craft should be found in this part of the world was certainly an astonishing thing. '
• But F rank did not waste time in cogitating over this. He approache d the hu!l, and looJ(ed for a chance to cla mller aboard.
But the boat was heavily listed the other way. Jl'rank decided that
it would be easier to get aboard from the other side.
So he at once stnrted around the stern of the craft.
He carefu!ly drew the life line artar him. This put the sunken yacht
bet ween !1im and the Search.
Frank made his way along the sandy bottom of the river, and began
t o look for a good spot to r.!amber aboard tlle wrack.
But before he conlll do this an astoun ding thin~ happened.
For a mom ent it Jiteraly froze the blood in his veins.
·
Suddet:ly from the black waters beyond in the directiod of the reedy
shore be saw dark forms materialize.
They were gigantic ill size, and one or them much nearer than the
others, Frank saw was a monster a!ligator.
He bad never seen so large a one in his life.
It seemed fully thirty feet in lengti.J and had horrible jaws capable
of taking I.Jim In bodily.
The monster came toward him with serpent-like movement. Its
massive jaws opened not a foot from Frank's head before be recovered sufficiently to net.
Tl.ien quick as a fl ash he whirled the keen bladed pike high over
his head and taking cool aim drove it full force down the monstt:r:s
throat. There was a convulsive shock, th~ alligator recoiled aml
blood filled the water.
The monster wounded to death, writhed backwards. But clo.>se bebind him was al'other.
Frank knew that tnere might he a score or more of the saurians in
t he vicinity and it was folly or him to hope to cope successtnlly with
t !JeQJ all.
So he did not wait to meet the at ~ack 'of the second alligator, but
clambered quickly aboard the yacht.
He drew up as much of tlle life line as he thought he would need,
and then crossed the deck to the rotting companion way.
By the light of his eleciric lantern he could se" that it was safe for
him to desc6nd, and he did so.
'l' he electric lig bt mad e all in the cavern as plain as day.
A thrilling scene it was which was presented to t.I.Je young inventor.
At the cabin table sat a man, now nothing but a moldering skeleton.
Hie head rested upon the table as if he had been asleep when death
overtook him.
Upcn the cabin tloor were four other skeletons, two men and two
women.
Frank could not help but wonder what was the meaning or their
presence here in this out of the way part of the world.
"Pro ~ably explorers," he thought.
"'l'hey met a terrible fate."
Frank made a cursory examination or the cabin, but found noth ing
of value save a tin box upon the table which· seemed water tight and
contained something heavy.
"Doabt!ess there is something valuable in that," thought Frank.
"I will take it along with me.''
Placing the box under his arm he began t:> climb the cabin stairs.
He saw no reason for remaicing longer in the place. His iuteu·
tlon waa to return at once to the i::learch.
But just as his head appeared above the !eve\ of the deck, that
moment came near being his last.
There was a ringing anap and heavy jaws nearly closed over his
bead.
A huge alligator had been wailing there for him to show himself.
Frank was nonplused.
'l'here were tbe reptile's jaws ready to nip him when he should
emerge. How could he evade therp?
He Iwew th at the alligator would wait there an indefinite length
of time for him to come out.
The young inventor was anxious to return at once to the submarine boat. He was not long without a resolve however.
His position was not an easy one from which to reach his foe.
But he was not slow in hitting upon a device.
Waiting a favorable moment, he raiat~d himself above the level of
the deck.
'J'he monster's jaws tlew open.
F orward flew the sllarp-bladed pike in Frank's bands.
It went through the alligator's ti.Jroat to its intestines, and instantly killed it.
It required some exertion npon Frank's part to withdraw the pike;
bnt he finally succeeded, and then crawled out upon deck.
No other monster foes seemed in the vicimty, and Frank slid down
from the yacht's deck.
A moment later the electric lights of the Search were upon him,
and he was hastily crossing the intervening spaoe to the boat.
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Barney and Pomp were at work at the air pump. Prof. Smythe and
Peleg saw Frank coming, and shouted joyfully to this effect:
"He hus got a big box und er his arm!" cried Prof. Smythe. " Perhaps it is the lost treasure.''
"By gosh! I reckon I'd rather be hyar than outen thar in thet
air pesky river!" declared Peleg, sententiously. " Tbar's tew many
alligators and snakes f~ r me!"
Frank reacbecl the vestibule safely, and a few moments later was
out of his diving suit and safely on board the Searcb.
. He quickly recounted his experier:ces to the intere~t and wonderment of the others.
"B'gosh, I knew ye'd hit onto one'of them'gol-durned alligators afore
ye got back!" declared Peleg. "Homsumdever, I'm pesky glad it
didn' t chaw ye up!"
"So say we all of us,'' snid Smythe.
,. . Golly, Marse Frank, yo' oughter had dis chile wif yo' to help yo',"
declared Pomp.
"I tbink 1 did the wisest thing in going alone," sai1 Frank. "II
tbere had been two, ono of us would certainly bave been kjlled."
" Bejabers, an' is it the diamonds yez are afther carryin' around in
thet box!" asked Bamey.
Frank laughe<J,
"I think not," he said, " but then I don't exactly know what the
box tloes contain. Let us open it!"
The box was placed upon the table, and now it was seen to be fastened with a sma!l padlock.
As luck had it, Peleg was a crack lock picker, and after a few momems' work with a bent wire, . had the lock open.
Then Frank raised the lid.
The watchers bad bait expected to see gold, silver or diamonds. To
the am azement or all it contained only a heavy hook.
·
"Psbawl" exclaimed Smythe in disgust, t' that is, a fraud."
" Golly, but amn't we sold!" grinned Pomp.
" Bejabers, it Inks loike a Bible!" said Barney. " It's good care
they give it to be shore."
Peleg was silent.
But Frank said, as be read an inscription upon the cover of the
volume:
" 'l'llis book is of more value than you can imagine. It is the log
or the yacht Mist, Captain Varley Varian, of New York City.''
"A log book!" exclaimed Prof. Smythe; •1 then it will tell the story
or the vacht.''
"Exactly!"
" 'l'hat will certainly be of interest. Let us read it.''
Frank opened the pages and read as the fir~t inscription or entry:
"NEw YoRK CITY, May 25th, 18-.
"Sailed to-day in the Mist Captain Varley Val'ien, his son Paul, hiS
two daughters Louise and Elsie, Roger Vane and Lieut. Copley Hall.
Also six able seamen as follows:
"John Bunce,
Albert Hill,
Ned Nevins,
Mart True,
Jim Clancy,
Luigi Delaine.
" Bound for the navigable waters of the Amazon on a tour of exploration. Weather lair, wind west by south, barometer steady and
clear, thermometer 82 deg. Fahrenheit. Cleared Sandy Hook at 4:40
P. M."
Then followed daily record of the voyage tb the month of the Ama·
zon. ··
A!! this was mostly verbose and devoid of incident, Frank passed on
to the tina! page.
He read the entry through without pausing. Then he lifted his
ht:>ad and regarded his compBnions witb wllite face.
"Oh, this is horrible!" he exclaimed; "this last page tells the
whole story of their awful fate!"
Then he read it aloud.
CHAPTER VIII.
IS VIOTIMIZED.
'\
THE last page of the log of the Mist read as follows:
'' This is the eighth day of the terrible lever which has stricken our
crew. 1, Paul Varien, am the only one or the crew left without the
fever.
" What is worse, a leak has sprung in the yacht's hull and I see no
way to get her ashore, for at th is point there are t!)rrible morasses intervening many miles and impassable.
" I bave worked at tbe pumps all the morning and am completely
exhausted. There is no one to help me.
" Unless I ~->:e l help soon or the water ceases coming into the hold.
the yacht must sink and we shall all be buried under the Amazon.
" Hark! wbat is that I bear? A gurgling terrible sound. Great
God! I believe the timbers are parting, I can write no more for I feel
that we are doomed. I must learn the truth.''
Here the record .broke off. But this last entry was sufficient and
told all that was necessary.
•
As Frank ceased reading, silence reigned for some moments.
All were horrified with this account of the dreadful fate or the Mist
and her party Swept from the face of the earth, their fate might
never have l.leen known, but for the visit of the Search.
" That is a dreadful account of a tragedy!" declared i::lmythe, with a
shiver. "I am sorry for the poor souls!"
Begorra, they oughtn't to have been so risky!'' ventured Barney.
" Thet's all right fer yew tew say!" declared Peleg, " but wh.at dew
yew think of us?",
POMP
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Thb hornets swarmed all about him while he was doing it, but went
"True!" rejoined Frank, "it is possible that we may meet with the
into the nest when Barney put it dowr..
same late, and like them be forever buried under the Amazon."
The Celt chuckling sat down at a point near by and drew a black
" But we will not accept so dismal a view of the future," ceclared
ftaslc from his pocket.
the professor. "Let· us get away from here!"
"Here's to succiss!" he said, tipping it up and taking a draught of
All were not sorry to do this.
There seemed something weird and ghastly about the spot. · To its contents.
Pomp ljad been nosing around throul!'h the bushes near and chancget away was a great relief.
4'fd to see Barney imbibing the" rale stufi."
• So tllt!y left the wreck far behind, but Frank kept the Jog-book.
Now the darky had a sweet tooth as well as Barney, and his mouth
''It will be of value when I get home," he declared, "there are
plenty of friends of these people who · will doubtless want to know watered as he observed the Celt.
The bait took and Barney chuckled as he saw his Vlctim corning.
their fate."
" How are yez, naygur?" he called. "Are yez a bit dbry?"
The Search now \7ent on slowly up the stream.
"Yo' am a mind-reader I jes' belietle, I'ish!" declared Pomp.
Burney and Pomp thus far during tbe voyage had beeiJ> faithful in
their duties, and hhd abstained much from tlleir propensity for .practi- "'Specs' 1 am jes'.auout as dry as a salt fish."
"Begorra, put your suout onto this an· thin tell me phwat yez think
cal jokes.
Tllis had pleasAd Frank, who congratulated himself upon their ha • of it.''
Pomp took the flask and would have drained it, but Barney cried:
ing turned over a new leaf.
"Have done wid yez. Shure it's all we have in case av snaKe
But in tllis conclusion he was premature.
The submarine boat was well stocked with prov:sions of the ordi· bites."
"Huh! dat am berry good stuff," rejoined Pomp, smacking his lips.
nary kind.
·
"Begorra, there's no better. I am afraid ;ve'll not have the best av
But as none in the party had tasted fresh meat in many days. Prank
luck
an this hunt, nuygur!"
concluded to vary the diet.
"Yo' am right dar. Dis chile am ao dog tired dat he kain't hardly
He decided to tie up by the shore in some favorable locality and orkeep hisself from fulling down.''
ganize a hunt.
" Be ILO sow!, there's a good sate over yender. Will yez take it an'
He conveyed this idea to the others and it met with hearty accept·
we'll spind a few moments at our aise."
ance.
Pomp bit easily. The seat indicated lJy Barney was an inviting one.
All were ready for it and at once preparations were made.
The Search went to the surface and i~ was found that they W'.!re be- He did not hesitate to take it.
He sat down upon w·hat he believed tcf be a small green banking at
twren high wooded banks where the ground was higher and the forest
the foot or the tree.
tbmner.
But he was speedily undeceived.
This was more cond<~cive to hunting successfully and at once the
As be put his weight upon the green mass it gave way, and he went
Search was drawn up and Q.nchored close to the shore.
crashing
down through the hornets' hive•.
The river here seemed remarkably free from reptiles, and there was
It flattened that all air out like a paper hat, but Pomp was for a moa clear sandy beach upon which to land.
ment too astonished to rise.
The hunting party was quickly made up.
"Golly fo' glory!" be gasped. " Wuo ehber fought dat wouldn't
Peleg and the professor decided to remain on board the boat.
This left Frank Reade, Jr., and Barney and Pomp to dare tile perils hold mall weight? Ehl Ugh! Ow! Ouch!''
He saw Barney rise and dust to a safe distance, and he experienced
of the South American wilds.
They were not at all disappointed · and Pomp even ventured to say: a hundred needle like pains before he realized the situation.
The hornets objected to this sort of treaunent, as they had a moral
"l'se done glad dem gem mens gwine to stay to home. Dey would
right to, and IJegan to get in their work ill deadly earnest.
never ue able fo' to shoot anyfing uohow."
•· Murder! Help! I'm killed! Gib dis chile help!" yelled Pomp,
" Begorra, I'm not so sure about yersilf, naygur," said Barney.
"Am dat any insinuation on mall skill as a hunter, sal!?" snifled wildly.
As
hecrawled ·out of the wreck part of the nest clung to him.
Pomp.
A million of the maddened hornets were all about him, and giving
"Be me sow! there's no need for to insinuate, sor, not a bit. I'll
him the most awful kind of a dose.
•
·
Jay me loife yez couldn't hit a wood deer at ten yards!"
The darky bolted into the forest yelling like a madman.
"Huh! yo' am berry sak~stical, l'ish. l fink yo' cudn't hit yo'sef if
yo' was to try fo' a hundred years!"
Indee!l, the situation IJ.light have become extremely serious, but
for an incident.
"Don't yez thry to be funny!"
These Brazilian hornets were of a large SJ>ecies, and there was a
"Yo' am de one jes' tryin' dat."
certain amount of poison in their sting.
" Beaorra I'll lay fer yez nayo-ur'"
" YOoll b~ laid oct if yo' does." M~rk my wo'd fo' dat, sah."
It might have settled Pomp for a certainty, as the insects swarmSo the two jokers went ashore with a secret. purpose to get hunk ed upon him.
with each other.
But as good luck had'it, the pegro .had rushed toward the river. He
reached it, and plnnged into the water.
How they succeeded we shall see in due course.
Frank equipped himself well for the hunt.
It was lucky for him again that no alligators were about.
The water, o! course, rid him of the stinging pests. He a!"ose after
He knew well that one might expect big game in those wilds.
He provided himself with a rifle which threw a small explosive shell a long dive, and swam for. the Search.
capable of doing great damage.
He clambered ahoard, and his appearance was startling. His head
It was his hopes to run across wood deer, a species of which were and face were swollen beyond recognition.
Indeed, Barn&y repented his joke when he saw his companion, and
common in those parts.
Their flesh was very nutritions and palatable, but they were exceed- at once began applying cooling lotions to help him get rid of the pain.
ir.gly shy and cifficult to bag.
,
Pomp never suspected Barney, and the C!!lt felt that for once he
Reaching the shore, Frank plunged into the deep forest. Barney had got the beat of his friend and colleague.
and Pomp were behind him. ·
Plenty of pheasants and· other game birds flew across their path,
CHAPTER IX.
but it was not these that Frank was in quest or.
IIEARCHING FOR THE WRECK.
So he did not waste his ammunition upon them.
But coming suddenly into a clearing, a herd of the beautiful little
Bul' a short while niter Barney and 'Pomp·returned Frank appeared
deer were scared up from a jungle.
on t 1e banks With a wood-deer over his shoulders.
They were away like arrows, but 'Frank knew they would not go far.
It was a beant.ifullittle-crealure and furnished the juiciest of meat.
He was determined to bag one or more of them.
He had not captured it without some thrilling experiences.
·
So he said:
After sending Barney and Pomp down through the run to drive up
"Barney and Pomp, you go down through the run yonder and start the deer, Frank had mada a detour through the woods to get in their
-them up this way. Shoot if you can get a good line on them." ·
path if possible.
" All roight, sorl" cried Baney.
The South American forest was a wonderful depth of tangled foliage
And away the two jol;ers sbampered. Frank n:>w took a detour so and giant trees.
•
as to catch the deer at the outlet of their run-way.
The tops or these met far overhea!l so densely that in most parts the
Barney and Pomp for awhile kept on through the run.
light of the sun was shut out en~irely.
·
They came upon the deer and started them, but failed to get a shot.
At every step new wonders were revealed.
Then they tried still hunting.
Chattering monkeys le;1ped from limb to limb and filled the air with
But in this they were not successful. Finally they concluqed to wait their incessant din.
the return of Frank Reade, Jr., who was lying in ambush for the deer.
Rabbits, squirrels, ground hogs and peccaries scampered into the
Barney however, had not been idle all the while.
undergrowth upon all hanGs.
In pushing through the bushes he had come upon a tremendous horEverywhere animal life was present in some form or other. Game
net's nest of a species peculiar to the tropics.
of the Pmaller variety was plentiful.
'
They were of a species which would not sting unless roughly !landBot Frank was after larger game.
led. Barney knew this full wei!.
.
He pushed on for some ways through the forest when suddenly he
He decided upon a daring trick.
heard a peculiar startled cry at hts right.
"Begorra, 1"11 spring it upon the naygur this tolme,'' he muttered.
Turning his head he glanced down a uarrow vista and saw in the
" Shure, he'll think the divil has go~ him."
distance a thrilling sight.
He detached the nest at a favorablll moment and handling it gin·
The cry had been almost mortal in its intensity and force.
gerly placed it at the foot of a small banyon tree and covered it up
Dangling from the heavy·limb of a massive tree was a monster pywith leaves.
thon and in its coils was a victim.
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Breath and life were being pressed out of the victim by the powPrful folds. It was a fenrful sight.
What was more Frank saw that the victim was a human being.
It was one of the Brazilian natives half naked and vainly struggling in an attempt to lance its deadly fo e.
But the python had the mastery and its great head was reared aloft
to strike the unfortunate man.
All this Frau k saw.
He was overwhelmed witlJ horror. What was to be done? . There
was no time to lose.
Quick as a tlash be acted.
What mattered it tllough the unfortunate wretch was an Indian and
a savage foe?
He was n human being, and this was enough for Frank.
Quick as a tlash he drew aim with his . rille. It was a long shot and
the light was bad.
But as luck had it, the aim was accurate. The bullet struck the
serpeut'R bead and crushed it.
The big folds relaxed, the native tumbled half senseless upon the
ground, while the serpent rolled writhing in death throes away.
Frank quickly reacl!ed' tbe spot.
The native had scrambled to his feet. But at sight of Frank his
terror was scarcely lessened.
He would have fled but that he did not have the strength. However, Frank matte reassuring signs.
Then he ad<lressed the fellow, but he .evidently did not understand
English. Next Frank tried Spanish.
But the fellow replied in his native tongue which was unintelligible.
Frank saw at once that nothing was to be gained In this manner.
As he had no further interest in the natiYe, he made friendly signs
and gave him a small match case which he bud in his pocket as a tok·
en of amity.
The fellow groveled at his feet in gratitude, and then limped away
and disappeared in the forest.
,
Franlt was not certain what would be tha result of this stroke of diplomacy as be believed this would prove to be.
"If it succeeds in establishing good terms between us and the na·
tives," he tbought, " that will be well.''
He went on now in quest of the deer. and had not proceeded half a
mile further when be ran plump into a herd of them.
Frank hall baa time to tire once and bring down one before they were
out of range.
It was a beauty, and satisfied with the result of the bunt, he placed
it over his sboulder and started on the return to tbe boat.
The rich meat of the deer furmslied a change in diet, and after Barney bad prepared a good meal, Pomp beipg on .the sick list, the
Search and party were ready to proceed on the up-river cruise.
Drifting 1nto the middle o! the river, Frank once more sent the craft
to the bottom.
Up the Amazon the Searcb wont . once more. Every day now was
lessening the distance to the lea rapids.
Prof. Smythe was constantly on the lookout for specimens, and one
day, as the boat was passing through a dense growth of some curious
sort of water plant, he gave a cry.
"Hold up, Frank!'' ile shouted. "Stop the engines, will you?"
Frank at once complied, and the professor rushed into the pilothouse.
" Look yonder!" be cried. " Do yon see that peculiar specimen of
a tortoise? It is of a rare and almost unknown species. I must have
·
its shell."
The tortoise in question was certainly a remarkable specimen of its
ldnd.
Its shell was built up in lateral ridges, with corruscated s!Jades of
gold and green. It was beautiful beyond all tlescription.
Frank was at once also Interested to secure the creature as a specimen, and cried to Burney:
"Bring out the diving suits lively. I want you to go with me." .
"I hope you can succeed in capturing him, Frank,'' said the professor.
" Leave it to me,'' 8aid Frank; "he shall not escape."
At once the diving suits were donned and ilines wer~prepared.
Then Frank and Barney left the boat.
The tortoise was in size fully three feet square and consequently
quite a heavy load to handle.
Frank's Idea was to get a line about the creature's leg or bead and
then dispatch it easily.
The tortoise was, in his native element, dangeroue, for he had a
sharp beak and could intlict a dangerous woum!.
Therefore great care bad to be employed in approaching him.
It was planned that Barney should occupy the creature's attention
in front while Frank crept up behind. '
This plan worked admirably.
'l'he torthise d1d not see the approach of its foes.
· While Barney tantalized it, Frank crept cautiously up behind the
~:reature and with a dexterous move slipped a noose about the creature's leg. '
He drew it tight. The tortoise whirled and started for him.
It was Barney's chance and quick as a flash he slipped a noose over
the other leg.
Ths capture was complete. The tortoise was lwrs du combat at
once.
Then Frank and Barney began to draw the monster toward the
~earch wheu a thrilling thing occurred.
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There lay half imbedded in the mud wh at looked to Frank like an
old log.
He might have stepped over it but instead placed his foot upon it.
The effect was startling.
Instantly the log developed' signM of life and tl\ere was a tremendous
commotion ·in t he water.
A huge and gian t form reared aloft and both divers were hurled
aside like puppets.
Then a great wriggling form shot under the body of the Search and
was gone giving the boat a heavy jar! ·
At tirst Frank had believed it to be a huge river serpent, bu t upor::
getting aboard :the Search later, Prof. Smythe, 'Who had obtained a
good look at it, declare<! that it was a huge eel.
,
'l'hat it was full forty feet in length was certain. Surely the Amazon
was a river of monsters.
The tortoise wus dispatnhed while in the water and taken from its
Rbell.
Tllen tbe shell was fastened on ~he forward ueck, and the Search
once more went on its way.
It is said that events never come s'ingly, however.
It certainly proved so in tbis case, when suddenly there came sbooting out of the black water a giant tish wliicb, for a moment, looked
like u whale.
The Search was in its path.
There was just time to send a cry of warning through the boat when
the monster struck it.
It seemed for a moment as if everything was going to smash.
:All portable articles were hurled al.Jout furiously, and not one or the
crew kept his feet
·
Only the fact that the hull of the Search was of the strongest steel
saved it.
After examination st.owed a sizable dent in the steel plates where
·
the tish had struck it.
The !ish seemed like a vuriety or giant sturgeon.
'l'he shock had proved more serious for it than' for the boat, for it
had proved fntai.
The fish floated along the bottom not fifty feet distant. The Search
ran alongside and an examination was made.
The snout or nose of the fish had been completely crushed, and
death must have been instantaneous.
"Gosh ali hickories!'' gasped Peleg Perkins. " I reckin a man ~o
go a tiMhin' in these waters would need a polll as big as a pine tree an'
a line like the Atlantic cable. Thet dew beat my wife's relations."
Everybody laughed at this, as well as they could afford to, for no
serious harm had come to them.
It was a lucky escape and Frank was not anxious to take the chances again.
Once more the Searcb went on its way up tile Amazon.
Fresh wonders were encountered· every day, and new incidents of
thrilling sort were always transpiring.
But one morning, alter a slow night's run between rocky shores,
Fran!;: declared:
' " By . to-morrow we shall have completed our thousand mile trip
under the Am azon."
" You ,don't mean it!" gasped Smythe.
"Yes, I do.''
" And we shall be near the spot where the diamonds were lost!''
"Exactly."
" Are we as near the lea as that!"
" We are within tweuty-fivP m1les of the rapids. I shall proceed
slowly all the way, for the wreck of the diamond hunters may be found
anywhere along here."
All were now upon the qui vive.
As the submarine boat proceeded the search-light was employed.
From shore to shore the quest was made.
Every object likely to be a sunken wreck was carefully scrutinized.
And tl!us tbe search went on.
It was later In the day wh@n they came to a mighty pool at the base
of rapids. Here there was a literal nest of water serpents and alligators. And here Frank believed the treasure would be found.
CHAPTER X.
THE

DIAMONDI.

THE young inventor believed .that be had reached the spot in the
river where the wreck bad occurred.
lt corresponded exactly w)th the description given.
No time was lost in at once prosecuting the search.
Frank took the southern bank. of the river as the most likely part of
the rapids for a boat to descend.
'
Here the subillarine boat crept along the river bed, closely looking
for the wreck.
.
There was a possibility that it might never be found. There was a
cbance that it was sunk forever in the river mutl.
But Frank still clang to hope and would noc give up the search.
The place was literally infested with alligators, and they were exceedingly aggressive as well.
Wherever tbe boat turned, one or more were disturbed in their
lairs and were not at all times disposed to retreat.
Some of them showed fight and attacked the boat savagely. But
fortunately it resisted all efforts.
It was not destined, however, tha't the quest should be long pursu• ed without good results.
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Suddenly Smythe, who bad been watching the riv.Jr bed intently,
cried:
"I believe that is the wreck! Look and see."
Frank was instantly by his side.
The search-ligbt was brought to bear upon tbe p'lint in question,
and tbere, imbedded in the river mud was plainly seen tbe upper deck
of a boat.
"Hurrall!" cried Frank, " we have found it at last! Stand by, all,
to uncllor the Searcb."
Tbe anchors were at once dropped and th e Searcb rested alongside
the sunken boat.
Then preparations. were made to go out anu explore it.
'l'be upper deck was just above the bed of the rivet·.
The current had kept this wasbed clean, thooglt the companion
way was somewhat blocked with debris.
It was now a sotr•ewnat serious question as to bow the feat of ransacking tlte wreck could be accomplialle<l without being devoured by
t he alligators.
They literally swarmed in tbe muddy depths about. The voyagers
were for a time in a quandary.
Tuen Frank said:
"Barney, I think you and I will try it. If, however, you have any
fears you need not attempt it."
" Fears!" exclaimed tbe Irishman. "Begorra, I parted company
wid sich whin I jined wid yez, Mistber Frank."
"Well said," exclaimed Frank. "Then we will go ahead."
" But how are you going to do It?" asl\ed Prof. Smythe, anxiously.
Frack explained his piau. The professor, who was ever a cautious
mao, then tried to dissuade him.
"I would not attemp t it," lie said. "You will surely get, into
trouble."
· But the young inventor smiled.
·• Nothing veutnre, notlliug have," be declared. "Bring out the
divi ng suits, Barney."
But the Celt had at.·eudy done this.
They spee:lily donn ed them.
The Search was wot ked as near to the wreck as possible. Then the
two divers stepped out upon the deck.
Almost instantly as it seemed a giant form swooped down upon
t hem. It was a monster alligator.
Frank instantly whirled his sharp ax over his bead.
He madG a vicious blow at the saurian.
1t caught bim acro11s the upper jaw, laying it open and filling tbe
water with blood.
The big creature dropped to the bed of the river a1)parently stunned.
A lmost instantly another swooped down upon Barney.
Frank had the long keen-bladed lance which he had used with such
ell'e ct once before.
This came into good service now.
Quick as a ilash he launclted it at the reptile. It was the means of
aaving Barney's life.
Tile Celt c:>old not possibly have got out of the way in time to havo
avoided the monster's jaws.
'l'he lance penetrated the alligatorl!! eye to the brain.
It dropped dead instantly and Jloated away upon the current.
Those with10 the cabin bad seen all this through the plate glass
windows. It was needless to say they were elated.
"Ki-yi!" screa~ed Pomp, "jes' look at Marse Frank fix dem 'gat ore! Dey jes' got to git op iu de mornio;; fo' to fool him, yo' kin
bet!"
As good fortune bad it, these two spec' mens were the only ones at
that moment in tbe near vicinity.
Frank saw the opport.uoity and made a sign to B~rney.
Over the rail they went and sprung to the deck of the buried wreck.
Debris choked tl!e cabin way.
From far and near long dark forms were shooting to tbe spot.
Tl!ere was no time Lo lose.
Frank seized one of the timbers and pulled it from the companionway. A mass of silt caved in and an aperture was revealed.
1
. It was large enough to admit a man's form. This was enough.
Frank slid down through it. Barney followed just in time to evade
ponderous jaws.
They were now in the cabin of the sunken boat. However, little
could be seen of the boat's timbers, so deep was the deposit of mud
a~~~
•
. Botl! could hear the thump of the alligators' bodies upon the deck
above.
The saurians were waiting for ·a reappearance of their victims.
Frank and Barney knew this well.
The situation was not by any means a pleasant one.
How they were to ever get out of the place aod back again to the
Search was a most serious q uestion.
.
However, they were now in the cabin of the sunken wreck an<! it
was decided to tlrst explure it.
'fhis they proceeded to do.
If any or the bodies of tl!e drowned explorers were Clo board there
was no trace to be found of them now.
Tlle main cabin, however, was likely to be in worse condition than
any other compartment of the boat for it had been lefL exposed to tl!e
sweep of the river current.
Tlle doors to other compartments were closed. As Frank hoped
these were fre e of mud or debrts.
It rP.quired some exertion and digging away of mud to open the
door leading out, of the maio cabin.
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But at length this was successfnlly ace.omplisheu un•l the ~vro explorers went Into the forward bold.
Here everything was in just as good or.:i<Jr as when tl!e boat bad
sunk.
Articles of furniture had fallen to decay. But io one corner of the
compartmeol Frani• saw a chest of drawers.
Some impulse taught him that tbis perchance was where the bag
of diamoll(l8 was stored.
He ma<le his way across to where this was and attempted to open
one of the drawers.
It was locked.
However, with the point of his lance he forced the lock aud opened
the drawer.
The sight which he beheld was a thrilling one.
.,.
Bright gems glittered like stars as they lay thera in tl!e rtrawer.
'fhe treasure was found.
Tbat these were the diamonds spoken of in the story of Prof. Smythe
there was no doubt.
~
The narrative or Captain Paul Davis was proved correct.
Frank was in the l!ighest.of spirits.
Barney was close by Frank, and gazed upon the treasure with wid~
open eyes and a·m azement.
·
He placed his l!ehr.et close to Frank's and shouted:
" Begorra, those are foine stones! Shure there's a fortune there!''
'' 'fhe great treasure is found," replied Frank. •• We have accom
plished tbe objec~ of our mission, Barney!"
" Them is the diamonds thin, sor?''
hYes!''

·

" Sl!ore it's glad I am av that. An' now sball we go back, sor!"
" We will presently.''
Frank opeoeJ a capacious inner pocket in bis diving suit, and placed
t l!e diamonds in it.
'fl!eu he examined all of the other drawers in the chest. The~e was
notl!iog of value iu •them, save a small heap of gold coin.
'l'biR was undoubtedly thl) treasure spoken of by Captain Davis.
Yet he had described the diamonds .as having been hidden away in a
bag. But Frank understood tbis reatlily enough.
The gems might have been transferred at any time to the drawer,
and the captain bad doubtless forgotten the circumstance.
Frank made no doubt that these were the same diamonds.
Satistied on this point, he was now only anxious to return to the
Search.
'l'bere was no reason y;hy they should not now at once begin the return trip down the Amazon.
'l'he prime object of tbe expedition had been accomplished. Frank
was satistied.
An immense fortune would certainly accrue from the sale of these
dtamouds. Besides, the adventure of the expedition had given much
pleasure.
\
Leaving tbe compartment, Frank and Barney once more entered
the maio cabin.
Tiley crept up the stairway and ventured to peep out onto tbe deck.
An appalling sight met their gaze.
It was literally covered· witl! huge alligators.
It seemed as if they were really waiting for tbeir intended victims
to come out of the hold so that tbey might pounce upon tl!em.
This was more and deeper instinct than Frank had ever given alligators cre<lit for.
But this fact remained tbat they were there, and it was a large sized
problem as to bow they were to get back to tile submarine boat
safely.
It was a conundrum for a certainty. ' Jnst bow to eflect it was not
clear.
Frank put bis head as far out of tbe hatchway as possible.
A monster bull 'gator -lay not three feet from him.
It opened its hideous jaws wide as if to draw him ir.. Frank could
D<)t reBist the temptation upon bim.
" I'll tix him!" be muttered.
Then be drew back with his lance and drove it full into the crea•
tore's mouth. The alligator let out a hoarse bellow and recoiled.
Blood tilled the water. Instantly all the other alligators rushed forward. But thoogb they sailed over the mouth of tbe batch, they could
not reach t~ two men within.
And this gave Frank the very opportunity he desired.
It was not a difficult matter to jab the saurians witlt his lance as
they passed over.
Its heavy blade was strong enongb to in many cases almost disem·
bowel tbe. monste~s, but the posi ~ion did not seem improved by this.
CHAP'fER XI.
RUN AGROUND.

THE two men were yet hemmed in by the alligators.
To kill one or two or a few would not by any means furnish a means
Of getting back to the Search.
How long ~he saurians would remain in their present poaition it
was oot easy to,say.
Certainly nnW their victims came out or they were convinced that
they could not hope to get tl!em.
'
Frank was at his wit's end for a device.
" Pbwat tbe divil shall we do sor!'' asked Barney, placing his belmet close to Frank's. "Shure it's stuck we are.''
" It certainly looks like tt," agreed Frank. "We must find some
sclteme. Can you not tbink of one!''

~
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•• Shure sor, I can't!"
Thus time passed.
'!'hose on board the Search realized the situation but they seemed
powerless to ~ive any aid.
" Great heavens!'' exclaimed Prof. Symthe, in something like a fever
of anxiety. "What can we do for them? They ought to be got out
of that scrape someway!"
"Goliy, dat am a rae'!" declared Pomp. "But we amn'tgot no diving suit, an' we kain't go out there without it."
It remained for the ingenuity of Peleg Perkins to devise a way out
or the dilemma.
.
The Yankee hat\ been coolly studying. the situation.
Now be ejectelt a quid or tobacco from his mouth, and said:
" By gosll, I reckin I can git them durned critters outen thar m a
hurry.''
" You're the man we want," cried Prof. Smythe, "let's have your ·
}!Inn!"
Peleg took a fresh cbew.
"I don't know much about tbis byar electricity," be said, "but I
reck in' it ltin kick pooty hard, kain't it!''
" Yes," replied the professor, " but what of that?"
" Eh! I reckon I'd kick tben,l 'gatore all outen thar with an electric
wirel"
Pomp caught the idea instantly.
" Golly fo' jimcracksl'' he gasped, "he am hit the idee fo' snah.
Nuflln' could be bettah fo' a tac'. We'se jes' gwine to do dat !lug."
The darky rushed into the engine room. It- wa1 but a few moments'
work for him to connect a wire 'Hitb the llynamos, while Peleg kept
tbe air pump going for him.
The wire was charged heavily and a clever circuit was made so that
a tremendous shock could be given.
•
It was a force sufficient to destroy human life. Certainly an ordin·
ary alligator could not help but feel it.
Thus Pomp reasoned. He went in to the pilot house.
Here ttJere was n window with a curiouR slide so arranged that any.
thi;~g could be passed out of it witbout admitting tl!e water.
Iu,leed the pressure of air on tbe interior or tho Search was so great
that just now water would hardly tJave entered anyway.
The wire fell over the rail and down upon th e sands.
Pomp push~d on it until it crossed the bulwarks of the sunken
boat.
He handled the wire with rubber gloves which protected him completely. He pushed the wire on.
Suddenly it came in contact with one of the 'gators.
'l.'he effect was thrilling .
The reptile was knocl,ed completely over and lay stunned.
On to the next passed the deadly wire. ·
'!.'his creature was treated the same. Another instantly followed.
Tbe wire being stiff' and strong, Pomp could manipulate it fairly
well by pushing.
It pa~sed clear across the deck, clearing a path through the alligatllr crew.
The reptiles seem ed to become imbued with terror, and bellowings
of fear escaped them.
They scattered before the vivid flashes of the wire which were visible even under water.
Frank and Barney saw and comp'r ehended the trick.
It worked better than Fmnk had anticipatP<I that it would.
In fac t, in· a few moment8 the deck of the sunken boat was literally
cleared of the nptiles.
,
It was the moment to net. Frank and Barney did so.
They sprang out or the cabin and started for tbe Search. They
reached the rail and clambered aboard.
They were not a moment too soon.
Two big 'gator~ swooped down, but missed them. Contact with the
wire knocked them over, however.
Tbe joy or all at the result of the expedition was unbounded. It
hac! been a glowing success.
The loet diamonds had been recovered in 1p1t.e of the terrible nest
of alligator• which bad held guard over It so IDIWJ years.
·
Perhaps the most delighted o! all will Smythe.
He fairly danced in his glee.
. ·• I knew we should succeed!" he cried; "what a auccees our trip
under the Amazon bas been! It will set the world to talltingl"
"Don't 1ay 'too mucb," aaid Frank. "We are not out of the
woods yet. We have fully two thousand milee yet to travel to get
back to the mouth of this big river. We are not home then!"
"True," agreed tho profeuor; " but the chan<;es are in our faYor."
"Yea, !ligb tly; at least we Rhall do oar best.''
But Frank knew that there were yet many perils to encounter before they got out of the mighty river.
The diamonds wero spread out upon a table and carefully exam.
ined.
Tbey were all of the fira8 water and represented a large fortune.
After examining them Frank laid them all out upon the table and
said:
"Now let us han a fair division. There is a large fortune represented in these atones. A.8 for myeelf I do not care for it, as I have
all the money I ne11d. I con1ider that the success of this expedition IS
due to each mtlmber of this party, one perhaps not more thau another.
Now I suggest that we equally divide these stones among us. Are you
all in faYor or this!"
There was a moment of silence.
It was not that. any one of the party coveted the entire treasure.
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But they were overwhelmed wi~h the generos ity of Frank's nature.
" Why,'' exclaimed Smythe, in protest, "that IS not right, Frank!"
"Why not?"
"The largest share belongs to yon. You are the inventor of the
Search, without which we could never have recovered this treasure."
"By gosh! th et's ther hang on't," cried Peleg, "thet's fair enough."
"I prefer an equal division," said Frank.
However, it was decided that Frank should include in his share the
largest gem which bad been dubbed, -the Kohinoor 2nd. Then the
division was made.
The jewels were placed in separate pouches, labeled, and Frank
said:
"Now you ha,ve your choice, to carry these on your person, or
place tberr, in a private drawer in this cabin."
Smythe and Peleg preferred to carry their gems upon their persons. Pomp uud Barney placed theirs with Frank's in a private
drawer in the cabin.
This matter settled to the satisfaction of all, Frank went into the
pilot house.
He at once opened the tank lever and the boat began to rise, lifting
its anchor at the same time.
Up to tho surface rose the Search and lloated thl're.
'lhey were upon tho verge of the immense pool at the foot of the lea
rapids and it was noonday.
·
-.......
The suo beat down with tropical ferocity. The decks were quickly
tlrle::l and awnings were spread.
For Frank had decitled to make the return trit> on the surface.
They had traveled one thousand miles under the Amazon. Now the
young inventor proposed to travel on the surface.
They had seen the wonders under the great river. Now they proposed seeing the objects of interest along the shore.
And now a va st panorama of wonderful sort opened before them.
'fhe mighty selvas which grew down t:> the water's edge were peopled with all forms of animal a nd bird !He.
•
E verywhere were water monsters. Some even ventured to attack
the boat.
But they were always worsted. In many a limpid black lagoon they
battled with water pythons or giant alligators.
Th ere was som e tbin~ new and exciting constantly on tire tapis.
Time never dragged, and the day was neve1· de.void of thrilling incident.
By night the great searchlight lit up the surface of the mighty river
for n mile.
·
This attracted great schools of !ish, which plunged in the van of
tbe boat, and ~ere cut to pieces in hundreds by the revolving
screw.
But tbe larger denizens or the river, the alligators and serpents fled
before the unca nny lig ht, seeking the darkest depths of the river.
For days the boat kept on thus.
.
The spirits of all in the party were glib, ani} all were keenly enjoying the joumey when the first of a series or excitmg incidents oc· ,
curred.
Barney was in the pilot-house serving morning watch.
It was just before sunrise, and the boat was drifting lazily along on
the current, and Barney fell to dozi.ng at tile wheel.
It was a careless trick, nD\l one be bad never been guilty of before.
The resu1t was that the prow of the boat turned into a dark lagoon.
Suddenly there was a shock. Barney awoke sulidenly in horror.
The boat had come to a stop.
It bad run bead on into a bank of deep mud, and there it ~tuck.
The Celt quickly reversed the engines, but it was of no use.
The boat would not stir. It was lirmly anchored.
Dark woods were upon either hand, and great masses or vines
drooped partly over the rail of the vessel. Barney was overwhelmed
with remorse and terror.
"Och hone! phwat bave I done!" he wailed. "Whativer will Misther Frank say now? Shure it's awful! The divil's luck. that I sbou!d
fall asleep!"
However, the mischief was done, and Barney knew there was no
way but to muke the best of it.
So he rang the alarm, and instantly everybody on board sprang up.
Frank knew at once that something hal! happened. The lloat was
stationary, and even before he reached the deck he guessed the cause
ol it.
He rushed out and looked about him. Tile trutil was plain.
"My gocl!" be groaned, "we are aground!"
Barney was wringing his hands and walking the bridge wildly.
"Shure, Misther Franl\," be cried, "It's me own fault! I fell
ashlape. Wud Y!JZ give me to the alligators? Do aunythiug to me
yez will!"
.
For a moment Frank's brow clouded. But he saw the sincere
grief of Barney and at once forgave him.

_I

CHAPTER XII.
A FE ARFU L DISASTER.

WITHOUT pausing to jaw the careless pilot !<'rank at once proceeded
to examine the position of the Search.
Slle had been driven quite forcibly ir.to the mass of cling ing mull.
He saw at once that it would be no light work to set her free, and
yet he hoped to do this.
All were enlist~d In the task.
A canoe was got out and Barney and Pomp took a callle from the
windlass across to the opposite shore of t!le lagoon.
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This was passed about a heavy tree trunk. Then the capstan,
But they realized that this was the case, and those in the other
worl1ed by electricity, began to work.
canoes held aloof.
They now began to rapidly change sentiment and ware more can·
The Search was moved in her muddy bed. Indeed, she slid back
full two inches. Frank was encouraged.
tious.
" Hurrah!'' ha cried. " We shall retch her out yet!"
One canoe cautiously approached the Search. A giant Yharri in
The spirits or all arose.
the prow put a band upon the steel hall.
He was instantly hurled ten feet away and sank in the river.
The strain upon the cable was a most tremendous one and there
was the risk.
This settle<1 tbe matter at once.
With yells of batHed terror tbe savages retreated to tloe shor'e.
But Frank manipulated the engines s ~eadily so that the strain was
slow.
They drew their canoes up the bank and secreted t llemselves in the
Inch by inch t he submarine boat was being drawn from her muddy bus he~.
!Jed wl:en a thrilltng torn of affairs rame.
Tnen they opened lire upon the boat with their poisoned darts.
These fell thickly upon the deck but of course did no harm.
Suddenly there came startling sounds from the shore.
However, th'ey had one detrimental effect for our voyagers.
Frank looked am! felt a chill.
There were con g re~ated •a dense number of Sontb American natives
It kept them closely in the cabm, for tbey knew tnat to expose
' themselves upon the deck meant death.
'
armed and bristling with hostility.
At the same moment the mouth of the lagoon was literally chok·
Darkness began to settle down fast, and Frank now realized :he
purpose or the foe.
ed with war canoes each filled with warriors.
It was a critical moment.
They hoped to make a fresh attsck then, and unseen succeed in get~
· ·
"Golly fo' glory!" yelled Pomp.
" We'se in fo' trnbble now, ting a:10ard.
Prof. Smythe realized this, and said to Frank:
Marse Frank!"
"Mercy on us," gasped Smythe, "that is a bad outlook."
" Do you think we will have to remain standing upon thea" glass
stools all night!"
Bot Frank acted quicttly.
" I'll fix that," said Frank.
" Into the cabin every one!" he cried, quickly, " look out for pois·
He discharged the hull of the vessel. Then he went below, and
oned darts!"
with Barney's assistance several of the glass-legged platforms were
The order was quickly obeyed.
.
All knew the deadly peril of being exposed to the deadly darts need brougbt out.
Tllese had been constructed with jus~ such an emergency in view.
by the Ybarri Indians.
.
Blankets were spread upon these, and Frank said:
These were propelled by a blow-pipe made of a reed and conid be
" We shall all sleep on these to-nigbt. Whoever keeps watch can
·
thrown easily a hundred yards.
The tip of the dart was saturated with a malignant poison secured hold the key, aod Lura on the current if the attack is renewed. I
don't believe it will be."
·
from the fangs of a deadly spider found in the deep forests.
And this programme was carried out.
The effect of the poilion was much worse than that of the tarantula,
\~hen
it
became
time
to
retire all but Pomp laid down upon the
the VICtim dying in awful agony.
glass-legged platforms and slept.
These darts rained down upon the deck of the Search.
The darky was 1r: tha pilot-bouse upon a glass stool, keeping watch, ~
A moment more of delay, and sorntl one of . tbe party must have
with the electric key_ in It is hand.
!>een struck by them.
The search-light was turned full upon the shore.
Once in th e cabin, every man seir.ed his rille and opened lire upon
The Ybarris were there in force, watching the stranded vessel, hut
th~ savage c~ ew.
·
·
they did nq t venture to come to the attack.
The battle opened briskly, and for a time raged furiously.
The darkn ess they had waited for did them no good.
or course the defenders of the Search had the advantage, for they
The searc h-lig!Jt made all as plain as day, and they could make no
were protecte(! by the steel hull.
They shot down dozen s of the foe, but this did not seem to deter unseen movement.
But th ey made other characteristic demonstrations. They built
th em from still coming 011 to the attack.
" What s bull we do?" cried Smythe, in alarm; " they are certainly huge fires upon. the shore, and danced about them lika fiends, yelling
and screaming.
goin~r t o come.nboard or this boat."
•
This could do no harm to their foes, however, and no attention was
Th is was true.
paid to it.
'I he defenders of the Search could not shoot them fast enough ~~
lllorniug was yPt far away, when a heavy peal of thunder woke the
deter them from t heir onward progress.
ecboes of the ·s e!vas.
.
Soon they would be aboard.
Jaggef\ li g hmi og played across the heavens, and pattering drops of
At such close quarters the result could not help but be speedy.
rain began to fall.
'l'bey mndt surely break int? the cabin, and in that event the sequel
It came down soon in · torrents. So fierce was tbe storm, that the
wou! J be short a nd swift.
fireg on shore were quench ed.
Fra nk saw tllis at once and realized the necessity of desperate
Uuotll daylight the wrrent continued.
wor k.
Then the clouds cl eared away and the rising sun lit up the wet
It was impossible to get the boat out of the mud in time to evade
Janascape.
the foe. Tbis wa s out of question . .
It ha1 brought deliverance to tbe voyagers.
But tbe young inventor had another plan in readiness.
The wa~er had s .veiled the lagoon over its banks.
He was not to be so ea!!ily bai:HI.'d, and very quickly changed the
Tbe submarine boat was fairly lifted out of the mud.
face of matters.
It floated once more.
Sprinl{ing into the chemical room he emerged with a wide plat·
When Pomp realizeJ this he sounded the alarm and called all oo
form. · Tbis ha<! glass legs, and be placed it by the loop-holes through deck.
which the firin g was done.
Their joy was intense.
"Get upon this!" he commanded. "I am goin g to charge the hull
The boat drifted out into the current of the Amazon once more.
of the boat! This will enable you to escape the shock!"
Down upon the broad flood it swept once more on its courae to the
The command was obeyed.
sea.
All stood upon tbe platform. They kept up a fire just the same,
The escape from death in the dismal lagoon had been a narrow one.
while Frank went below to the dynamo room.
It was safe to say that Barney would never again go to sleep &t his
It was but short work for the young invGntor to bring a current to post.
bear upon the steel hull of the boat.
For several days no noteworthy incident occurred.
He placed the wires in such a position that by pressing a small
Hundreds of milea were reeled otl by the speedy little boat. Then . I
key be held in his band, the whole boat would be instantly charged. one day the mouth of the Xiogu was reached and they were near
Carrsing the key and a number of fee~ of wire with him he' returned the sea.
'
to th e cabin.
Tbe wonderful trip was nearly endod.
Here he g ot upon a glass stool in tbe pilot houae.
"It is certainly tbe most wonderful on record!" cr1ed Smythe, "the
He could look out througb tbe windows and saw the enemy along. world will read of it wi th interest.''
sicte in t heir canoes.
"Why do you not write a book on it?" asked Frank.
They came swnrming over the rail like bees.
"I certainlv shall!" replied the savant.
· It was the cri tical moment.
"B'gosh! I'll speak fer a. copy nowJ" criM Peleg. "Yew bet I allus
· Frank openAd the key and the tremendous current passed into the like to read about myself, and in course yew'll put me in it!"
hull. ·
"Oil, of course!" laughed the professor.
But a tragic event was near at hand. It had remained until the very
It contained many thousand volts, and no human power ctJuld withlast end of the expedition for this to occur.
stan<1 it.
Just below the Xingu, the submarine boat suddenly met with a terBy dozens the natives were knocked lifeless overboard into the
·
rific shock.
river to drown.
The faster they climbed over the rail the faste t they dropped.
It shook her from st!lm to stern. Ev!lrybody on board was pros·
Every one so venturesome as to come in contact with the steel hull trated and nigh knocked senseless.
There was an awful grinding crash. Timbers fl ew in the air, and it
suffered.
It was not until fully a hundred or th.em had suffered such a shock seemeu as if the Search was going to pieces.
Frank Reade, Jr., rushed out on deck.
that the remainder hegan w feel and comprehend the situation.
That is to say, they could not comprebend why it was their comHe snw th e truth at a glance. With awful pallid face he rushed
panions were so instantly pr9strated the moment they struck the hull back post haste into the cabin.
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" The Search was a good boat!'' he fi nally ~aid, " but shP. is go ne
and there's no use crying over it. I shall now proceed to build a
"FoR your lives, everyone!" he shouted, "the boat is going down!" better one."
After the whirlpool caused by the sinking boat had subsided, the
" Going down!'' cried Smythe, appalled. " My God ! Do not say
that, Frank!"
party paddled back and examined the spot to find the cause or the
wreck.
.
" It is the truth!''
"By gosh!" cried Peleg, catching up a life preserver. "I reckon
A sharp jagged spire or rock was found. Its top was hardly a foot
we're food fer them aerned alligators, now!"
under the water.
"No!" cried Frank. "We must get out one or the big rubber
But its sides sloped down in the form of a shaft to the bottom two
canoes. They are in the after cabin. Lively!''
hundred feet or more.
Barney and Pomp were already after the boat. They came out with
There the Search occupied her everlasting grave.
it quickly in its portable state.
" For,'' said Frank, "it ,will never pay to raise her. But we" will
The water was· rushing into the Search like a mill race.
so111e day come back here and <live for the diamonds and-your vainThere was no time to lose.
able Dpecimens, Prof. Smythe."
The pontoon was quickly unfolded and framed. Barney and Pomp
" Do you mean that, Frank!" cried the professor, in delight.
·
.l!eized paddles.
"Oh, yes!"
.
It was carried to the rail which was now nearly on a level with the
After baving settled the question of the fate of the submarine ' boat,
surface or the river.
the canoe was padtl ied away down the Am!lzon.
There was barely time to leap in and pu..qh off. When not one hun- .
Fifty miles below the Xingu the party, exhausted and half starved,
dred yards from the Search, the big boat lurched and went down.
fell in w1tb a plantation bar~te.
With swimming eyes and sinking hearts all saw this tragic event.
Gradually they workeJ their wny down the coast to Rw, and finally
Frank Reade, Jr., tbe young inventor, thus saw the end of his got a steamer to New York.
wonderful production, the like of which did not exist on the globe.
And thus ended the most wonderful of Frank Reade, Jr.'s trips under
" That is too bad," said Smythe, in a choking voice. "All our th e Amazon for a thousand miles.
work Is undone. It is awful. My specimens are lo~t."
1'be feat has never been equaled before nor since, and it probably
"Hemlocks au' hickories!" spluttered Peleg. "l'm duroed glad I will not be for many years.
put my diamonds in my pocket. I haln't lost them."
Prof. Smythe returned to Washington loaded down with experiences
"Nor 11" cried the professor, "but the others have!"
and knowledge newly gained.
This was true.
Peieg Perkins wen~ back to Hquashtown and paralyzed his copa.Frank's as well as Barney's and Pomp's share of the gems were tl'int& with his blazing diamonds and well-tilled pockets.
at the bottom or the river.
While Frank Reade, Jr., and Barney and Pomp were glad to geL
But Frank said nothi'ng.
back to Reudestown and plan for an expedition Into some other part
He cared not so much for them ns he did for the loss or his pet of the world in the near future.
boat.
[THE E ND,)
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